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ABSTRACT 

The modes and beam characteristics of a Gaussian gain laser resonator are ana

lyzed. Such a gain is typically associated with an end pumped solid state laser. The 

beam propagation method is used to find the eigenmodes. The eigenmodes are non-

Gaussian in appearance and differ greatly from the modes of the same cavity with 

a quadratic gain. It is fotmd that the cavity geometry strongly influences mode for

mation around degenerate cavity geometries throughout a broad range of operational 

parameters. 

The beam propagation method is used to evolve the field through the resonator, 

resulting in computation of the nonorthogonal eigenmodes. This permits evaluation 

of the excess noise dependence on geometric cavity parameters such as length and 

focal length. It is shown that the beam quality and Petermann K factor are 

related and are anticorrelated at degeneracies. An explanation is given based on the 

self Fourier transforming properties of degenerate cavity locations. It is shown how 

the empty cavity properties of transverse mode degeneracies are not revealed with a 

quadratic gain, but are strikingly present with a Gaussian gain. A confocal cavity is 

studied in detail and found to have the property that forces K to unity even in the 

presence of strong gains and narrow pump widths. 

The interplay between the diffraction effects of a geometrically stable cavity and 

the Gaussian gain will be studied to reveal the nature and implications of the non-

normal modes encoxmtered. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Definition 

External cavity lasers such as gas lasers, Raman lasers, semiconductor lasers, solid-

state lasers (SSL) and microchip solid-state lasers may have spatially inhomogeneous 

transverse gain. Many of these lasers have Gaussian gain profiles. An optically 

pumped laser in an end-pumped geometry often has a Gaussian or higher-order super 

Gaussian gain due to the intensity distribution of the pump profile in the gain medium. 

While a Gaussian gain is relatively common in many laser systems, it has not been 

extensively studied. Until recently, the numerical methods required for analyzing 

a Gaussian gain led to a reliance on its quadratic approximation or else solution by 

mode expansion. 

The modes for a transversely uniform gain medium are essentially the same as 

those for an empty cavity and are fully describable using the ABCD matrix and 

complex beam parameter method. For nonuniform gain profiles, the gain is often 

approximated with a quadratic gain profile. A quadratic gain medium is known as a 

complex duct and has been extensively studied by Kogelnik [1], Casperson and Yariv 

[2], Siegman [3], and others. The quadratic approximation of a Gaussian is useful 

when the pump waist is the size of the empty cavity spot size or larger, as will be 

shown later. A complex duct is very convenient because it has an ABCD repre

sentation, readily permitting eigenmode solution using the complex beam parameter. 

However, the quadratic gain suffers in accuracy by having an unphysical absorption 

that annihilates features in the wings of the modal field distribution. It is the de

tails of the mode in the wings that are typically a result of liigher spatial frequency 

perturbations [3]. The quadratic gain acts as a spatial filter with a sharp cutoff in 
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the absorption region that imposes a strong mode discrimination favoring the lowest 

order modes. 

Because of the shortcomings of the quadratic approximation, some work has been 

done treating the more physical Gaussian gain. Some of the earliest work on a 

Gaussian gain laser resonator was done by Firth in 1977 [4, 5]. His surprising results 

were obtained using a variational Gaussian method and can now be understood based 

on the work presented here. Firth's work will be discussed in detail later. Another 

approach relies on mode expansion, such as the work done by Perry, Rabinowitz, 

and Newstein in 1983 [6]. However work by D'Alessandro and Oppo specifically 

address the issue of when a mode expansion in terms of the empty cavity eigenmodes 

is appropriate; mode expansion is useful when the modes reflect the dominance of 

the empty cavity geometry (i.e., mirrors and cavity length) rather than any other 

factors [7]. They point out, "projection on the Gauss-Laguerre modes would fail 

in the case of nearly flat mirrors or, equivalently, a narrow pump." Constraining 

operation of an end-pumped solid-state laser to this regime is, however, much too 

restrictive. A comprehensive study of an inhomogeneous gain system, therefore must 

be done numerically. Figure 1.1 gives a typical example of the differences between 

a Gaussian gain medium and a quadratic gain medium. For the case shown, the 

pimip waist is about half the empty cavity waist. The most apparent difference that 

will be discussed extensively is the pedestal at the base of the mode present with the 

Gaussian gain. 

Improvements in diode laser technology in the 1980's led to a surge in diode-

pumped solid-state lasers. An excellent review of the development of these lasers 

is given by Fan and Byer [8]. In particular, the optimum geometry for efficiently 

coupMng the diode pump radiation into the gain medium led to the end-pumped 

solid-state laser. At lower power, end pumping is the geometry of choice because 

it is the most efficient way to convert pump to laser radiation [9]. The overlap 

between the pumped volume and the fundamental mode can be much larger than 
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FIGURE 1.1. Comparison of intensity distribution from 2D Gaussian and quadratic 
gain mediums in a near confocal cavity. The substantial differences between the 
modes challenges the convenience of making a quadratic approximation. 

other pumping schemes. With the advantages of end pumping, however, go the 

introduction of transverse effects associated with the gain medium. Typically the 

geometric configuration of the cavity determines mode structure; however, with end 

pumped lasers, the pump profile often determines the mode structure (thermally-

induced phase perturbations can also affect modes). Furthermore, the importance of 

the transverse effects has been shown to be responsible for low threshold instabilities 

[10). 

There is recent interest in end pumped microchip solid-state lasers. Here, a sub-

millimeter slice of laser gain material is used, often with dielectric coatings on both 

sides to form a plane-parallel cavity [11]. The importance of thermal, gain, and 

aperture guiding is crucial for an understanding of cavity mode stabilization in mi

crochip lasers. In quasi-three-level lasers such as Yb:YAG. it is aperture guiding as 

opposed to thermal guiding that determines modes [12]. In end-puinped four-level 

lasers such as Nd'^"*", gain and thermal guiding are the dominant mechanisms. Close 
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to threshold, gain guiding effects dominate, whereas well above threshold, thermal 

guiding dominates [13]. Zayhowski has reported stable single-transverse mode mi

crochip laser output at pump powers forty times threshold based on thermal guiding 

effects [14]. Kemp points out, however, that even well above threshold, gain guiding 

effects alongside thermal effects are necessary to give an accurate description of mode 

controlling mechanisms [13]. Interesting non-Gaussian modes in microchip lasers 

have been observed at specific cavity geometries. A more complete miderstanding of 

the dominance of gain guiding or index guiding in mode formation has been developed 

by Woerdman et al, however their primary interest was studying high loss cavities, 

rather than studying the general effects of various cavity geometries [11, 15]. 

Microchip lasers are also exciting because high levels of excess noise have been 

observed. Siegman [16], Woerdman [17, 18], and Emile [19] have measured the 

excess noise, measured in terms of the Petermann K factor, in mistable and gain 

guided lasers. The classic work by Petermann in 1979 revealed how the spontaneous 

emission inherent in a gain guided semiconductor laser leads to an increase of the 

Schawlow Townes linewidth limit by an amount equal to the Petermann factor [20]' 

(in addition to the linewidth enhancement factor discussed by Henry [21]). More 

generally, the presence of an inhomogeneous gain acts as a complex index of refraction 

in the paraxial wave equation, the starting point for beam propagation analysis of 

a laser resonator. With such a gain, the paraxial wave equation becomes non-

Hermitian. The modes of a non-Hermitian system are non orthogonal, and all of the 

conveniences of normal modes are lost. 

Siegman realized this and found that the Petermann factor was a property of any 

open sided laser resonator or amplifier [22, 23]. The Petermann factor can have 

large, measurable effects on linewidth especially in gain guided and unstable laser 

resonators. Work has been done reporting the effect of various aperture shapes 

and location of gain medium on Petermann factor; however, no one has studied how 

the Petermann factor is aifected through a range of stable cavity geometries, and 
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therefore, such a study is useful. 

In parallel with this work on excess noise, but thus far entirely unrelated has been 

recent work studying solid-state lasers operating around cavity degenerate configura

tions. Dramatic variations in power and beam quality, M^, have been reported as 

the laser cavity is tuned through transverse mode degeneracies. 

This sets the stage for the work done here: use numerical methods to find the mode 

properties of gain guided lasers with consideration of how and when the geometric 

cavity configuration affects the modes. Next, formulate a theory that ties together the 

Petermann K factor and beam quality of a laser resonator at and near degenerate 

cavity configurations. The importance of beam quality is clear. The operation of 

any laser involves optimization of beam quality. What's new here is an investigation 

of how beam quality and the Petermann factor are related in the important class 

of optically pumped lasers. A single longitudinal mode will be considered (as is 

typically the case with microchip lasers) so the transversely varying gain can be 

studied without influence of other degrees of freedom. Our primary focus shall be to 

answer the question, how does a Gaussian gain affect the modes of a laser resonator 

throughout the range of stable cavity geometries. 

1.2 Dissertation Outline 

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: first, there is a preliminary 

discussion of the essential backgroimd that will be referred to throughout this dis

sertation. Topics include a review of the beam propagation method (BPM) used to 

derive the numerical results; review of the definition of AP and Petermann K factor, 

and an explanation of cavity transverse mode degeneracies. Next, the numerical 

results will be presented. An explanation of the unique behavior at degeneracies 

will then be given as we look at the confocal cavity in depth. As a way of testing 

the theory, some additional numerical results will be presented which illustrate the 
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transients and mode competition of a field leading to formation of the eigenmode. 

We will see how the complex dynamics of mode formation can be interrogated by 

selectively seeding modes with a particular form of initial field or by monitoring the 

mode beating frequency. A brief discussion incorporating gain related index guid

ing/ antiguiding, thermal lensing, and gain saturation into the Gaussian gain model 

is given in order to indicate how they may affect the pure Gaussian gain results. 

Finally, the work done is summarized and a proposal for future work observing the 

variation of K and M'^ around the confocal configuration is presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 The Paraxial Wave Equation 

Modes of plane parallel resonators with finite mirrors as well as confocal spherical 

systems were first found by Fox and Li numerically [24]. The Fox and Li method 

accounts for diffraction losses from the mirrors of an initial field that reflects back 

and forth in a resonator. The losses act as spatial filtering and result iu survival 

of the lowest loss mode. The steady state solution that repeats after one roimd trip 

is the eigenmode of the resonator. Boyd and Gordon fotmd analytically eigensolu-

tions for confocal cavities with finite mirrors that involve prolate spheroidal functions 

[25]. Close to the optical axis, prolate spheroids are well approximated by Hermite-

Gaussians. Using paraxial ray optics, Kogelnik and Li summarized the complex beam 

parameter method of finding the modes of a laser resonator with infinite mirrors [26]. 

The complex beam parameter solution of the paraxial wave equation may also be 

used to determine the modes of a stable geometric resonator with at most quadratic 

transverse variation. 

The basis of propagation studied here is the paraxial wave equation. The method 

of finding eigenmodes will be the same as used by Fox and Li; we will seek convergence 

of a steady state solution of the paraxial wave equation with a Gaussian gain inside 

a stable resonator. Starting from the wave equation we have [27], 

Considering a linearly polarized monochromatic field and polarization with frequency 

OJ 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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and 

P ("r , t) = + c.c] , (2.3) 

where is the transverse polarization vector, E'^ and P+ are the positive frequency 

components. A beam propagating predominantly in the z direction in an isotropic 

medimn can therefore be described by the Helmholtz equation 

(V' + kDE* (2.4) 

where the free space wave number i s  ko  — u /c .  The polarization arises out of the 

interaction of light and matter. For an end pumped solid-state laser, the Gaussian 

intensity distribution of the optical pump creates a transversely inhomogeneous pop

ulation inversion. Hence, polarization manifests itself as a complex graded index of 

refraction with a Gaussian distribution. 

Here, we will consider linear phenomena, 

P'^{ ' r ,u)  = {1^ ,10) .  (2.5) 

The index of refraction and susceptibility are related by, 

n^Cr',^) = 1 + (2.6) 

where 

n{lr ,u j )  — nb{z)  + An(7^). (2.7) 

The backgroimd index of refraction, i s  real. When the variation of index is much 

smaller than the backgroimd index, \An\ « rib, 

~ nl{z) + 2nh{z)l^n{~r) (2.8) 

Separating out the rapid on-axis phase variations in the field, we let 

(2.9) 
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VT + 2ikon,,{z)^ + ^ + ̂  - ~ ^ [NL + 2NBAN — L] E (2.10) 

where the transverse Laplacian is Vy = d'^/dx'^ + (f /dy^. 

We're now ready to make the paraxial approximation and consider propagation 

which is predominantly along the z direction. The variations of the field in the z 

direction are slow so we ignore the second derivative, 

o,  9E d^E 
» 2kQnb— 

oz  
» 

dz"^ 

and obtain, 

Vt + 2i/co7ifc(z)— + 2klni,{z)An{l^) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

We shall be concerned here with propagation through media whose optical prop

erties are invariant in the z direction and take uq to be the on-axis index of refraction, 

then n = no + Ari(r), with r having only radial dependence, 4- y"^. For the 

case of zero detuning with optical pumping in an end pumped configuration, we have 

inhomogeneity in only the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction (with 

nonzero detmiing, there will also be gain related index gmding/antiguiding which will 

be discussed in chapter 6), 

iG{x ,  y )  
n{x ,  y )  =  no-

2ko 

Where 

G{x,  y)  =  Goe.  

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

is the Gaussian gain determined by the intensity distribution of the pump with waist 

Wp in the medium, with an on-axis gain per unit length of GQ. In order to keep 

the assumption of invariance in the z direction, the Rayleigh range of the pump, 

Zrp = konoWp/2, should be longer than the gain length so that diffraction spreading 

of the pump can be ignored. For a diode pump with wavelength 808 nm and a 

pump width Wp > Wo/5, a thin gain medium less than about one centimeter easily 
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satisfies the I « Zr^ assumption. For longer gain mediums, the pump waist should 

be interpreted as the average spot size through the medium. 

The working form of the paraxial wave equation (PWE) in one transverse dimen

sion that is the starting point for the numerical implementation is then 

dE{x ,  y ,  z )  
dz  2kono 

V t  + G{x,  y)  E{x ,y , z )  (2.15) 

2.2 The Beam Propagation Method 

Equation 2.15, describes propagation through the gain medium. In general this 

equation does not have an analytic solution except for a few special cases such as 

for a quadratic gain; however, our primary interest here is a Gaussian gain in which 

case equation 2.15 must be solved numerically. Our approach will be to use the 

Beam Propagation Method (BPM). The BPM (also known as the split step method) 

splits the effects of diffraction (given by the first term on the right hand side) and 

the complex refractive index profile (given by the second term on the right hand side) 

into separate small steps. 

Consider the general problem [28, 29] 

.d ip  

dz  
I— = (B + N^ ip (2.16) 

where the differential operator D accounts for diffraction and the operator iV accounts 

for the complex refractive index. The formal solution of equation 2.16 is 

ip ix ,  z  +  Az)  =  z) .  (2.17) 

However for small Az 

V' (x ,  z  +  Az)  =  z)  (2.18) 

is accurate to only first order in because operators D and N do not commute 

unless iV is a constant. The two noncommuting operators are nonetheless related by 
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the Baker-Hausdorff formula, 

exp(DAz) exp(jVAz) = (2.19) 

K instead we rearrange the operators in equation 2.18 into a symmetric form, it can 

be seen that the approximation is now accurate up to third order, Az^. Therefore 

for the spit step method we use 

g-i(S+iV)A2 ^ ̂ - iDAz/2^- i f lAz^- - iDAz/2  (2.20) 

With the approximation shown in equation 2.20, we return to the PWE and 

propagate through the medium by evolving imder diffraction and gain separately then 

iterating the process over each Az step. The diffraction step is efficiently performed 

using an angular spectrum propagation, which can be obtained by taking the Fourier 

transform of the equation 2.15 while ignoring the gain term. 

dE{x ,y , z )  _  0 2  
dz 2kono 

Vj^E{x,y,z) (2.21) 

Integrating then taking an inverse Fourier transform we find, 

E(x ,  y , z  +  Az)  = F-^  {E{X,  y ,  z )}  e-<4+-^)A./2fcono J (2.23) 

where Sx,y are the spatial frequencies in the Fourier domain. 

The BPM propagates the field through the gain medium, however, our mission is 

to model the Gaussian gain in a laser resonator. Hence, we also need to account for 

the effects of the cavity. After propagation through the gain medium, there is free 

space propagation to the mirror. This step is done the same way as the diffraction 

step through the gain mediimi, by going to the Fourier domain. Next, the curvature 

of the mirror gives the field a quadratic phase shift. Propagation through free space 

then BPM through the gain medium completes one round trip and brings us back to 
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the reference plane. The step size, Az,  through the gain medium is optimized by 

decreasing it until an acceptable level of repeatability is obtained in the eigenvalue 

and waist. The overall implementation is verified by using a quadratic gain. The 

BPM results can then be compared to the analytic results obtained by using the 

ABCD and complex beam parameter methods to insure agreement between the two 

methods. 

2.3 The Optical Propagator Method 

We will also have occasion later to make a thin gain approximation, where the 

diffraction of the laser field through the gain medium is ignored. For this special 

case, an alternative method to solve the problem of a thin Gaussian gain medium is 

to use the optical propagator method. Here, we will introduce the basics. 

Given an initial field E{xo,zo), we wish to find the field E(xi,zi) through an 

arbitraiy system. The optical propagator uses a Green's function known here as the 

propagation kernel, K{xi\xo) to find the final field. In one transverse dimension, the 

a field En{xo) at specific reference plane is mapped to the field En+i{xi) upon one 

roimd trip by, 

/

OO 
K{xi-,xo)En{xo)dxo (2.24) 

•OO 

The propagator through a purely ABCD system depends on location of the reference 

plane and is the Collin's kernel [3], 

K C{ X I Z U X Q Z O )  =  ZQ) ^^^^^2I?(2I'"ZO) ~ 

(2.25) 

A,  B ,  and D are the matrix elements of the round trip ABCD and also depend on 

the location of the reference plane. 

ABCD matrices can describe at most quadratic variations of index or gain how

ever, and therefore, there doesn't exist a kernel for propagation through an extended 
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Gaussian gain medium. If we ignore the effects of diffraction in the gain medium by 

considering only a thin Gaussian gain medium, then a propagation kernel through 

the gain medium can be easily approximated as will be done later in chapter 4. 

For work later, it will also be helpful to introduce a new parameter. The behavior 

of a quadratic gain is parameterized by defining an effective waist. For a thin 

quadra t ic  ga in  G{x)  — Gq 

the paraxial wave equation 2.15 becomes, 

dE 

— of length I, we can ignore diffraction, so that 

with solution. 

dz  
= G{x)E (2.26) 

Where 

E2{X)  

E2{x)  

=  Ei{x)exp[G{x)  I]  

=  Ei{x)exp  Go I 

E2{x)  — E\  (x)  exp (Go I )  exp 

W e f f  =  
WR, 

s/G^l 

X 

X 

.We//, 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

2.4 Linewidth, Noise, and the Petermanii Factor 

In Schawlow and Townes historic 1958 paper. Infrared and Optical Masers, they 

consider the theoretical Imewidth of a single mode. Specifically, they write [30], 

Let us examine now the extent to which the normal linewidth of the emission spectrum 

of an atomic system will be narrowed by maser action, or hcnce how monochromatic the 

emission from an infrared or optical maser would be. Considerations were given above 

concerning the number of excited systems required to produce stimulated power which 

would be as large as spontaneous emission due to all modes of a multimode cavity which 

lie within the resonance width of the system. Assume for the moment that a single mode 
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can be isolated. Spontaneous emission into this mode adds waves of random phase to 

the electromagnetic oscillations, and hence produces a finite frequency width which may be 

obtained...as 

where Ap is the half-width of the resonance at half-maximum intensity, and P the power 

in the oscillating field. 

Schawlow and Towiies found there is one noise photon per mode of radiating 

field .  In  the  pas t  twenty  f ive  years ,  var ious  devia t ions  of  the  laser  l inewidth  Au 

from the Shawlow-Townes linewidth AUJST have been fomid ( AUJST — 27:Auosc)-

Excellent review papers on the theory of laser linewidth that describe these deviations 

or enhancements to AUST are by Goldberg, Milonni, and Sundaram [31, 32] and by 

van Exter, Kuppens and Woerdman [33]. For the case of end pumped solid-state 

lasers, we shall be primarily concerned with the excess spontaneous emission inherent 

in a gain guided lasers that was first found by Petermann. 

Petermann's original paper on excess noise included a solution for a single mode 

gain-guided narrow planar stripe laser [20]. In Equation (24) of his paper he gives 

the result for what he refers to as the astigmatism parameter, 

to the active layer in the fundamental transverse mode. The Petermann noise factor 

K multiplies the Shawlow-Townes linewidth so that, 

Thus if = 1 is generally desirable, and is typical for lasers with transversely uniform 

gain mediums with geometrically stable resonators. On the other hand, large values 

of K are especially interesting for the study of quantum noise [17] and so in some 

AUosc — i'i'Khu/P)  {Auf  (2.31) 

(2.32) 

Here, |F(a:)|^ = the intensity distribution of the stimulated emission parallel 

Au) = Aujst ' K. (2.33) 
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ways there has been a race to measure the largest values of iiT, much like other laser 

performance parameters. 

Note that Equation 2.32 is valid for the case at a symmetric reference plane where 

the eigenmode equals its adjoint. The physical significance of the adjoint mode is 

that it is the mode traveling in the opposite direction. The most general form of the 

Petermann excess noise factor allows for a different form for the mode and its adjoint. 

The specific form of the K also depends on the choice of normalization of mode or its 

adjoint, however the value of K is independent of the normalization choice. Given a 

mode Un and its adjoint V^„, the enhancement factor is 

A very helpful summary of the different forms of K is done by New [34]. 

Siegman did an extensive study on excess noise and found it was a property of a 

much broader class of laser amplifiers and resonators besides just gain guided systems 

[22, 23]. He found that any open-sided laser resonators or optical lens guides have 

excess noise as a result of their non-Hermitian nature. Thus while most any laser sys

tem may have some minute amount of excess spontaneous emission, non orthogonality 

of modes is manifested most strongly in unstable and gain guided lasers. 

The modes of non-Hermitian systems are biorthogonal and have unusual proper

ties, in addition to increasing the fundamental linewidth of a laser, when compared 

to orthogonal systems. First, they are not power orthogonal: the total power is no 

longer given by a sum of powers in each mode. Mathematically this is shown, for 

two eigenmodes of the system Un and Um, by [34] 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Rather, because of their biorthogonality we have. 

(2.36) 
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where Vm axe the adjoint eigenmodes of the system and ^ is a normalization constant. 

Second, the most efficient way to couple a light field into a non-Hermitian system is 

not mode matching, rather it is adjoint mode coupling. With adjoint coupMng, it is 

possible to achieve greater than imity efficiency [35]. 

Before we leave this topic, it will be helpful for later discussions to introduce other 

forms or interpretations of the Petermann factor. Petermann points out that K is 

approximately proportional to the solid angle of laser radiation for the specific case 

of a Gaussian field distribution of Ist{x)- He obtains the result in Equation (40) of 

his paper [20], 

K = • A<p„2 • (2.37) 

k  is the free space wave nmnber. This equation is a product of the half widths 

(FWHM) in the far-field A(py2 and the near-field In a later paper by Petermann, 

he uses the stationary phase approximation to derive a similar relation true for more 

general field distributions that is also a product of near and far-field widths [36]. The 

form of Equation 2.37 is remarkably similar to the expression for beam quality, 

as well as other invariant phase-space relations, as we shall see in the next section. 

Siegman also did an analytic analysis of a fully ABCD system with a variable 

reflectivity-mirror and found the simple relation where K depends on waist and radius 

of curvature [37], 

Lastly, Agrawl [38] proposed a heuristic approach to describing K which is based 

on the angular spectrum of the lasing mode. A lasing mode is sharply peaked 

around the cavity axis, therefore, spontaneous emission can only contribute to noise 

in that mode when the propagation direction of that spontaneously emitted photon 

lies within the angular spectrum of the lasing mode. Enhanced spontaneous emission 

for two different lasers differing only in their lateral guiding mechanism would have 
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a K given by the ratio of their angular spectrum widths, 

K = .IG 
0 ) (2.39) 

where /3Q^ and are the widths of the lateral angular power spectra for a gain 

guided and index guided laser respectively. By using a second moment based defi

nition of width, Agrawl finds that his heuristic approach (thus the subscript h) for 

describing excess noise is. 

Agrawl considers the special case of a parabolic approximation of the index of re

fraction which yields a lowest order later field distribution which is a Gaussian given 

by 

with S =  5r  +  iSi .  He notes, "The fact that (the heuristic equation and Petermann's 

equation) are identical for a parabolic dielectric profile appears to be a peculiar prop

erty of the Gaussian distributions." 

2.5 Beam Quality and AP 

Real laser beams often differ from an ideal, diffraction limited beam. However 

defining and measuring how an actual beam differs from a fundamental Gaussian, 

TEMoo, mode has been the topic of considerable discussion, often due to various def

initions of beam waist. One technique that has become standard is the or beam 

propagation factor [39]. is the ratio of beam divergence of a real beam to beam 

divergence of an ideal Gaussian beam. Furthermore, it is useful in describing the 

propagation of multimode beams and the deterioration of a beam due to aberrations. 

Although there are specific situations where AP has some problems in characterizing 

1/2 

(2.40) 

E(x)  =  exp(—-A;o S x^)  (2.41) 
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quality of laser beams [40] (such as axially shifted Gaussian beams or non-diffracting 

beams), it is particularly useful here. Using the BPM results, we obtain the eigen-

mode of the laser resonator and find the intensity. is defined as a product of 

second moments of intensity in the real space and in the Fourier domain, similar to 

an uncertainty relationship, 

= 47r(T^oO"«® (2.42) 

Where 
2. ^ JZo fZc(^ - y-^)dxdy 

<{z)  = ^ (2.43) 

2 _ I-oo /-oo(^^ ~ Sy)dSxdSy 

^sx poo foo rV ^ J J \ * / 
J_00 J-00 •' Sy)dSxdSy 

I (x ,y )  =  \E{x ,v f  (2.45) 

I{sx,sy) = E{sx,Sy) . (2.46) 

The field E{x,  y)  has a Fourier transform E{sx ,Sy)  = F{E{x ,y)} .  The spatial fre

quency, s, is related to angular divergence, 6, in the paraxial limit by s = 0/X. In 

terms of angular divergence, beam quality is 

Ml = jWxgOX (2.47) 

is also a measure of the presence of higher order Hermite-Gaussian modes or 

multimodes in a beam. Even if the eigemnode of a laser resonator with Gaussian 

gain is nonorthogonal, it is still useful to think of the eigenmode as a superposition 

of empty cavity modes. Let these empty cavity modes be Unm.{x, y) having relative 

amplitudes C„„, and normalized so that 

= (2.48) 
n,m 

Then the of a superposition of incoherent modes is [41, 42] 

OO OO 

(2-49) 
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and 
OO OO 

< = I] E (2"^ + 1) launl' . (2.50) 
n=0 m=0 

For an intercavity aperture of width 2a,  and an nth order Hermite-Gaussian mode 

with waist w, Hn{\/2x/w)exp[—x^/w^], the highest order that can be expected to 

pass through such an aperture is n < N^ax ~ {a/vSf [42]. Siegman and Townsend 

show that « n for n > 3, where n corresponds to the mode index for which the 

mode amplitude coefficient Cnm peaks. [43]. 

2.6 The Quadratic Gain NP and K Connection 

The peculiar properties of Gaussian distributions will show up once again. Taking 

a closer look at Equation 2.37, it's a surprise that thus far no literature has raised 

the question, "Isn't this the same as beam quality?" Both relations are a product 

of near field and far-field widths. Perhaps this is partly due to Petermann's work 

done in 1979 actually preceding much of the work done to standardize the definition 

of beam quality. The work on AP continued during the 1980's and 1990's [39]. 

Meanwhile, work on excess noise was either addressing the fimdamental validity of 

excess noise or else trying to measure large values of excess noise in laser resonators 

which have more comphcated modes than a Gaussian. Consequently most work 

discussing Petermaim factor has not used such a simple relation for K as shown in 

Equation 2.37. Typically, other authors begin with the general forms of Petennarm 

factor given in Equations 2.32 or 2.34. 

During the numerical simulations part of this work it became appaxent that for a 

quadratic gain, the peculiar properties of their Gaussian eigenmodes were leading to 

a consistent result: A-P and K took on the same value. As will be seen in Chapter 

3, and K are in general different for a Gaussian gain (but neverthel^s are still 

related). But that and K should be equal for a fully ABCD system with quadratic 
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gain is not obvious. In the Appendix, we'll prove that this is so. Here we state the 

results. 

A geometrically stable laser cavity with a complex duct (quadratic gain aad index 

variation) is fully describable with an ABCD matrix. Quadratic gain and index 

guiding in a Gaussian gain guided duct has profiles, 

n{x)  = no — and g{x)  =  go — (2.51) 

The eigenmodes are complex valued Hermite-Gaussian fmictions [35], 

Un{x)  =  UnoH„{ax)  exp[—a^x^/2] .  (2.52) 

The complex-valued scale factor a is the analogue of the spot size of a Hermitian 

resonator system when 52 = 0, 

/ \ 1/4 
a = (non2 — • (2.53) 

In order to show that such complex-valued Gaussians result in = K,  we need 

only to substitute the Gaussian into the definitions for and K and solve integrals. 

Dropping the tilde over a, and taking the general form a = (n — where 

•71 = non^ and g = g^/kQ, the expressions for and K are identical and are given 

by, 
, .2 rx V2 (n2 + ^2)1/4 

— ^duct — / • 

yn+ VnM^ 

Thus Kduct and are equivalent. Note that we recover K = for the familiar 

case of pure gain guiding, when n —> 0 axid g > 0. A complex-valued Gaussian 

eigenmode has the peculiar property that = K > 1. Thus, any geometrically 

stable cavity with complex ABCD (due, for example, to a variable reflectivity Gaus

sian mirror or a complex duct) has complex-valued Gaussian eigenmodes and has 

= K. In Chapter 3, we shall see that not only is = K for a complex duct, 

but near planar cavities with Gaussian gain have the same condition. This observa

tion led to an investigation of whether a near planar cavity with Gaussian gain can 
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be approximated by a quadratic gain and will be presented in the Appendix. The 

near planar cavity stands as the only resonator geometry where non-Gaussian modes 

are not manifested with a Gaussian gain having a narrow pump width. 

2.7 Transverse Mode Degeneracies 

Laser output power and beam quality are affected by cavity degeneracies. Here 

we will see how at certain cavity lengths, the mode frequencies become degenerate. 

Depending on the application, degeneracy effects may be desirable and reveal inter

esting phenomena [44, 45]; or else, if optimizing beam quality is paramoimt, then 

as pointed out by Zhang, Ozygus, and Weber [46], "This work is of importance for 

predicting which cavity lengths should be avoided." We take the former view point 

and dive into the degeneracies. 

There are two related models for transverse mode degeneracy considered here. 

First, a wave optics result of solving the paraxial wave equation in the laser cavity. 

The resonance condition of a standing wave resonator arises from the constraint that 

the phase shift upon one round trip must be an integer multiple of 2tt. Different 

transverse modes have different phase shifts. This results in a Gouy phase shift 

accumulated for each mode upon propagation of one round trip through the resonator. 

In two transverse dimensions, the Gouy phase shift is given by [3], 

= ttf (? + arccos y/gigi) (2.55) 
ZL TT 

Where m,n,q  — 0,1,2,3,...; the longitudinal mode number is given by q (which is 

f ixed  for  th is  s tudy) ,  and  the  Hermi te-Gauss ian  mode number  i s  g iven  by  m and n.  

The geometry of the cavity affects the mode frequency through the g parameters. 

For an empty cavity, the g parameters are given by 51,2 = 1 — where the cavity 

length is L, and the radii of curvature of the mirrors are Ri and R2. We should note, 

however, that this basic definition for g does not account for any internal optics such 
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as the gain medium (with an index of refraction different than unity), and therefore 

will yield slightly different results for the Gouy phase shift than for the actual loaded 

cavity. 

Combinations of mode index m-\-n that leave unchanged are multi-transverse 

mode degenerate. Furthermore, it can be seen that for a given cavity, the phase shift 

accumulates to a value of 2-k after N round trips. For example, a confocal cavity has 

a Gouy phase shift of 7r/4 so that after 8 roimd trips, the overall phase shift is the 

same as initially. 

An alternative model for degeneracy is based on geometric optics. In 1970, 

Ramsey and Degnan, using a ray-optics ABCD analysis, found what they call the 

paraxial resonance equation such that certain cavity geometries result in closed ray 

paths after N round trips. Siegman briefly referred to such modes as multipass 

transverse modes, an alternative to modes which repeat after a single round trip, but 

raised a question as to their validity [47]. Wu and Hsieh have reported observation of 

these multipass transverse modes [45] in and end-pumped solid-state laser that was 

pumped in an off-axis configuration. 

While an observable is certainly the basis of experimental methods, and \Ef is 

most typically measured, perhaps multipass transverse modes have meaning in terms 

of only the field. If the field evolves in a periodic way over N round trips, where the 

phase and magnitude of the field change so as to keep \E\ constant, then perhaps a 

nonlinear process could reveal the effect of multipass transverse modes. We shall, 

however, not consider such possibilities any further in this work. 

Following the same methodology as Ramsey and Degnan we can derive the parax

ial resonance equation for our cavity of interest. The roimd trip ABCD matrix for 

the resonator with Gaussian gain does not exist, however, we will see that the part 

of the resonator that can be expressed with an ABCD is useful. It will describe 

the cavity effects that may or may not dominate eigenmode formation depending on 

the on-axis gain and pump width. Therefore, the round trip ABCD neglecting the 
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Gaussian gain but including transmission through a gain medium of length I, and 

index Uo, is given by, 

A B\  
M ^ c  D 

I 1  ^  \  f  I  L - l  \  f  1  Uo ) ( o  T )  ( ^ '  0 T A0 1 A -7 1 A0 1 J \ o  1  ) •  

After m round trips, by Sylvester's theorem, we have 

_ _J_ /  A  s inm 0  — 8 in{m ~  1)  d  Bs inmO \  /o cyN 
sin <9 \ C sin rn  0  D sin m 9 — sin(m — I )  9  J  ^ ' 

with 

+ = (2.58) 

A paraxial ray will return on itself in N round trips if 

= I  = the identity matrix. (2.59) 

Thus for Equations 2.57 and 2.58, the identity matrix is obtained after N round trips 

if 

9 =  2'Kk/N.  (2.60) 

Solving 2.58 for cavity length, L, with 2.60 

Lk/N — —-{I  -  f r io- \ -  cos{2TTk/N)  f  Uo —I r io) .  (2.61) 
TIQ 

Where k  and N are integers and 0 < k  < N/2  to  avoid duplicate values of cosine. 

Al terna t ive ly ,  a  laser  cavi ty  wi th  parameters  sa t i s fy ing  9 =  2'Kk/N wil l  have  k /N 

order degeneracy. Note that Equation 2.61 differs from Ramsey and Degnan's result 

in that we have included the homogeneous transmission through the gain medivun, 

which we shall see later is important. For one, single axial mode, the paraxial 

resonance equation is the ray optics interpretation of the wave optics Gouy phase 

accumulation of 27r after N round trips. 
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FIGURE 2.1. Modification of degenerate points by a Gaussian aperture. Red plot is 
an empty cavity and blue plot is the same cavity with a Gaussian aperture. 

How does an inhomogeneous gain modify the locations of degenerate cavity length? 

The ABCD used above to find the degenerate cavity lengths is purely real. A 

quadratic gain makes the ABCD complex. Following the same procedure but intro

ducing a thin quadratic gain, known as a Gaussian aperture, where 

we find that the degenerate cavity lengths are modified, depending on the strength 

of the gain (wp and Go)- Figure 2.1 shows the modification in a plot of inverse 

degeneracy order N/k versus cavity length Lfc/jv for a purely real cavity and one with 

a Gaussian aperture at the reference plane. The parameters for the plot are /=5.5 

cm and We/f=0.13 mm (the same size as Wo at N/k=A). Does a Gaussian gain also 

shift degenerate cavity lengths away from their empty cavity locations? As will be 

seen, in fact, with a Gaussian gain the empty cavity degeneracy effect is persistent 

and does not shift or vanish. On the other hand, beam propagation with a quadratic 

gain is insensitive to degeneracies. 

How does a stationary mode form given the existence of degeneracy at certain 

cavity geometries. For these degenerate cavities, to what degree is formation of a 

lowest loss single pass mode affected by the 2-n phase accumulation after N round 

(2.62) 
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trips? This will be the subject of chapter 4. For the time being, it is illuminating to 

introduce the analogy between an imaging system and the eigenmodes of an optical 

resonator. Forrester, et al, have recently found that eigermiodes of a stable laser 

resonator are structurally stable as a result of geometric imaging considerations [48]. 

Specifically, for the case of k/N order degenerate cavities, the initial field at a given 

reference plane will be imaged to — 1) intermediate planes, and after N round trips 

will be self imaged to the same initial plane. In general if 0/27r is an irrational number 

then no plane is imaged to itself, but rather, every plane is imaged to infinitely many 

other planes. 

To conclude this section, the paraxial resonance equation has been shown to result 

in a k/N order degeneracy when the cavity length is given by Equation 2.61. This 

relation will be crucial for interpretation of the nmnerical results presented in the next 

chapter. These cavity degeneracies will be shown to persistently affect eigenmode, 

eigenvalue, Petermann factor, and beam quality over a broad range of Gaussian gain 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL RESULTS OF THE BEAM PROPAGATION 
METHOD 

3.1 Overview 

Analytic solutions of the paraxial wave equation with a Gaussian gain are not 

available at the present time. Furthermore, wave propagation through a medium 

with Gaussian gain is not the sole interest. Rather, the effects of a Gaussian gain in 

a stable laser cavity as a system is the basis of a model for an end-pumped solid-state 

laser (SSL) and is therefore the focus of this work. The primary tool used to explore 

this system as a whole is the Beam Propagation Method (BPM). A description of 

the parameter space for BPM study of the end-pumped SSL will be given in the first 

section of this chapter. Additionally, the figures of merit used to quantify results will 

be given. In the next section, I'll describe the strategy for selecting which parameters 

to vary and which to fix to selectively dissect the effects of gain and diffraction due 

to cavity geometry. The numerical results wiU then be presented in the last section. 

In this chapter, the SSL model includes the laser cavity and Gaussian gain medium 

only. Analysis will be limited to lasing near threshold so that gain saturation does not 

modify the gain profile. Also, thermal lensing affects cavity geometry and introduces 

aberrations; however, it will be studied later so that a detailed understanding of the 

effects of just the Gaussian gain may be made. 

The importance of cavity degeneracies will be revealed. A relation between 

and K will surface, demonstrating a peculiar correlation or anticorrelation of 

the Petermann factor and Beam Quality. Clear distinction will be made between 

numerical results that confirm what has been previously reported by other authors 

and results that are uniquely presented for the first time in this work. 
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FIGURE 3.1. Layout of end-pumped plane-concave laser resonator with Gaussian 
gain medium. 

3.2 Parameter Space 

Figure 3.1 shows the basic layout for a plano-concave end-pumped SSL. The 

parameters of interest are: the pump beam with waist, Wp] the on-axis gain, Go; the 

gain medium length, I; the cavity length, L; and the radius of curvature, R, of the 

output coupler. The parameter space for BPM study of the end-pmnped SSL includes 

first the pump waist and on-axis gain. 

Simulation of mode formation in this laser resonator will address the following 

questions: Is the notion of end-pumped laser operation with a fundamental, single 

Gaussian mode obtained [49]? At what on-axis gain and pump width is gain guiding 

dominant in modifying the empty cavity eigenmode? To answer these questions, we 

first compute the basic mode parameters of amplitude and phase of the mode, waist 
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(second moment based), and eigenvalue magnitude. Each of these output parameters 

are a product of the Fox & Li method, in which the lowest loss mode becomes the 

eigenmode which repeats after each round trip. In addition, the eigenmode will also 

be evaluated for its beam quality, and for the Petermann factor, K. Note that 

and |A| are invariant parameters that do not depend on the location of the reference 

plane; whereas, the waist and K do depend on location of the reference plane. In 

order to study the xmderlying effects of a Gaussian gain, we use a symmetric reference 

plane, located at the planar mirror, where the gain medium is located. 

The mode behavior is found to depend on the size of the pump waist relative to 

the empty cavity spot size, Wg. Thus the scaled parameter F = Wp/Wo , the ratio of 

pump to empty cavity waists, will be useful to characterize behavior for Wp < Wo-

By investigating variation of Wp and Go (while R and L are held fixed) the effects 

of gain guiding can be focused on. For the quadratic gain case, the ABCD matrix 

for a complex duct is specified by Go, I and Wp. The behavior of a quadratic gain is 

further parameterized by using the definition of effective waist given earlier in chapter 

2, Equation 2.30 

(3-1) 

Waist and eigenvalue magnitude vary monotonically with effective waist for a quadratic 

medium. By sorting numerical results by effective waist, a clear transition will be 

discovered where the quadratic approximation breaks down, and where BPM analysis 

of a Gaussian gain is necessary. 

Another domain to investigate is variation of radius of curvature, R,  (the terms 

radius of curvature and focal length will be both be used, where / — R/2) and 

cavity length L. This domain will extract the cavity effects. Based on a ray optics 

analysis, Ramsey and Degnan described a paraxial resonance condition. At specific 

cavity geometries a degeneracy of transverse modes appears. The paraxial resonance 

equation is given in Equation 2.61, chapter 2. As can be seen in Equations 2.55 
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and 2.61, degeneracy depends on the cavity ^ parameters, where ^ — 1 — 

Therefore, variation of R and L will drive us through the degeneracy terrain. 

Numerous authors have discussed degeneracy of transverse modes at specific cav

ity geometries and noted the decrease in beam quality at these degeneracies. Thus 

looking for similar behavior was a useful check of BPM results for similar cavities. 

Typically the literature highlights the power measured out of the laser, with or with

out an aperture. At degeneracies, with an aperture, a power drop is reported due 

to a larger portion of the beam energy propagating in the wings, outside the central 

region [50, 51, 44]. Similarly Zhang has reported as increasing at these points 

because of the larger number of modes, which could alternatively (but less probably) 

lead to higher output power because of better overlap with the pump [46]. By solving 

the paraxial resonance equation for cavity length, L, the focal length may be fixed 

and cavity length varied through several degeneracies. 

Lastly, simulations with both ID and 2D transverse dimensions were performed. 

There was no significant difference noted in the qualitative results for ID versus 

2D transverse dimension simulations for the Gaussian gain (i.e., the modes looked 

similar). This is somewhat of a surprise because while the 2D quadratic gain is 

separable, a Gaussian gain is not. In general, ID simulations were first performed, 

followed by 2D simulations to confirm key results. A mixture of ID and 2D results 

will be presented. 

3.3 Numerical Results 

The utility of defining an effective waist is readily seen when evaluating the eigen-

mode waist and magnitude or eigenvalue, |A|. Is there a monotonic relation revealed 

when a waist or |A| are plotted as a function of Wg//? To answer this question, the 

first BPM analysis considers variation of Go and Wp while holding fixed the cavity 

geometry L, R, and I.  The results axe shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.3. The data shown 
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FIGURE 3.2. Use of effective waist to characterize spot size with ID Gaussian and 
quadratic gains. 

was taken by sorting the original data set obtained in varying Go and Wp in order of 

increasing Weff. Thus there are two different combinations of Go and Wp that may 

have the same value of Weff. Note that the process of sorting the data by Weff can 

have two different effects. First, as in the case of quadratic gain, the sorting process 

results in a nionotonic variation of spot size and eigenvalue as both Go and Wp are 

changed. Alternatively, the sorting process could scramble the data in to a jagged 

ensemble, in which case there must be a completely different phenomena affecting 

spot size and eigenvalue than described by a We/f variation. At We/f > 2wo, the spot 

size and |A| of the resonator with Gaussian gain are indeed similarly characterized by 

Weff- However, the dramatic loss of a continuous, smooth correlation of spot size and 

|A| with Weff, when w^ff < 2wo is striking. The loss of monotonicity demonstrates 

that Wef f is no longer useful to characterize the effect of the Gaussian gain. More im

portantly, that the quadratic gain was characterized by Weff, and the Gaussian gain 

Red: Gaussian gain 
Blue: quadratic gain 

m 

/ 

/ 
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FIGURE 3.3. Use of effective waist to characterize eigenvalue magnitude with ID 
Gaussian and quadratic gains. 

is drastically deviant, leads us to further see the quadratic gain approximation of a 

Gaussian gain is limited to Weff > 2wo. Inspection of the mode amplitude plots in 

Figure 3.4 show that it is in this region, particularly when Wp < Wo ox V = Wp/Wo < 1, 

that the modes begin to lose their Gaussian appearance. At narrower pump widths, 

a pedestal develops in the wings of the central narrow peak. This pedestal has a 

strong effect in increasing the second moment based calculation of waist-the waist 

grows exponentially for F < 0.5. 

The pump width has a stronger effect than on-axis gain in causing a non-Gaussian 

mode as shown in Figure 3.4. This figure includes variation of on axis gain increasing 

from GQI = 0.2 —>• 2.0 for each value of pump width which increases from F = 0.2 —^ 

1.4. Essentially the empty cavity mode is obtained when the pump waist is larger 

than the empty cavity spot size. The pedestal shows up at F < 1 but really flares up 

at F < 0.6. At these small pump widths, an increase in gain causes a larger pedestal 

Red: Gaussian gain 
Blue: quadratic gain 
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resulting in. an increase in the spot size. On the other hand, a quadratic gain shows 

always a decreasing spot size as F decreases or GQI increases (or Wej/ decreases). 

A fundamental, Gaussian beam is obtained in the limit of Go —* 0, and it can be 

seen that this is the case for GQI <0.1. Alternatively, for much larger GQ, such as 

GQI > 3, the Gaussian gain acts more strongly as a spatial filter and we see a gradual 

suppression of the pedestals the pedestals remain but get pushed down to smaller 

amplitudes. At these large values of gain, the spot size begins to decrease slowly, 

eventually becoming the size of the pump at about GQI ~ 8. 

In Figure 3.5, Gaussian modes are observed for the F = 2, pump size, compared 

to the non-Gaussian modes at F = 0.2. Note that for the low gain case of GQI = 0.1, 

while the central region of the mode is essentially the same as the fundamental mode, 

the base of the mode is non-Gaussian (i.e., the pedestal). 

The most surprising results are, however, in the region of GQ I ~ 1. The pedestal 

in the eigenmode remains persistent with a magnitudes at least |£?(0)|/10 even though 

the transverse extent of the pedestal stretches well beyond the Gaussian gain (whose 

size is that of the pump). It will be shown in the next chapter how the Fourier 

transforming properties of degenerate cavities effectively result in not only a Gaussian 

gain the size of the pump but in addition to this, its Fourier transform-thus a narrow 

pump is found to also act as a wide pmnp, intermittently, every round trip. 

The form of the intensity distribution is predominantly determined by the pump 

waist and cavity geometry (cavity length and focal length), whereas the strength of 

the non-Gaussian part of the field is determined by the on-axis gain. Non-Gaussian 

modes begin to appear for F < 0.7 and at GQI > 0.5 for a broad range of stable 

cavity geometries. In general, a decrease of the waist calculated over just the central, 

Gaussian-like, region of the mode follows with increasing gain and decreasing pump 

width, just as in the case as for a quadratic gain; however, the structure outside 

of the central region rapidly develops. Furthermore the above discussion of mode 

structure is relevant for the near field, at the reference plane. Upon propagation to 
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FIGURE 3.4. Comparison of field amplitude and spot size for ID Gaussian and 
quadratic gains as pump width F = Wp/Wo and GQI are changed. This is a "condensed 
2D plot" where GQI increases within each value of F. Note the increase of spot size 
due to the pedestal (yellow region in Gaussian gain, top plot). 
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FIGURE 3.5. Log plot, of |E| for ID Gaussian gain for different values of on-axis gain 
and pump widths. 

the far field, significant modifications to the central region may occur. It will be seen 

that for particular cavity geometries that are degenerate, that near field and far field 

intensity patterns are unchanged. 

The effects of variation of pump width and on-axis gain on beam quality and 

Petermann factor should be direct; that is, beam quality would seem to be directly 

affected by forcing the stationary mode to be something other than the empty cavity 

eigenmode, or perhaps any eigenmode obtained from a fully ABCD cavity. The 

resultant mode being expressible as a superposition of modes, and the square root 

of being a measure of the number of modes [43]. The excess noise Petermann 

factor arises from non-Hermiticity; here, Wp < Wo at sufficiently high gains directly 

affects gain guiding making the paraxial wave equation non-Hermitian. Figure 3.6 

show K and M-' diverging from unity as Wp decreases and GQI increases. Similar to 

the eigenmode waists, there is a maximum value of K and obtained for mid values 

of GQI ~ 1, then a gradual decrease for higher values of on-axis gain. (The value of 

GQI where K and K-P were a maxima depends on other cavity parameters such as Z, 

L and /.) 



Petermann factor Beam quality 

FIGURE 3.6. K and as F = Wp/Wo and GQI are varied for ID Gaussian gain 
microchip laser with f=L=0.012b m and 1=0.001 m. 

The variation of focal length and cavity length exposed striking structure cutting 

linearly across the data at certain slopes of / and L (notice the hnear ridges of larger 

waists in the surface plot); the original numerical results are shown in Figure 3.7. It 

was immediately apparent that there was strong influence of cavity degeneracy on the 

waists; however there was some small shift in location and slope of the lines when the 

original equation by Ramsey and Degnan was plotted. Recall, however, that Ramsey 

and Degnan analyzed an empty cavity. Upon derivation of the actual degeneracy 

condition for a loaded cavity with a medium of index of refraction Uo and length I 

taken into cutcount, the correlation was exact. Degeneracy lines properly calculated 

are shown overlaid on a contour plot of the same data in Figure 3.8. The equation 

for each line shown is 

L = —{I  — /  n-o  +  cos{2  TT k /N)  f  Uo — I  n^ /uo  (3.2) 

where / = 0.55 m, I  = .03 m, n-o = 1.82, and k /N is the degeneracy order {k /N =1/4 

is a confocal cavity). 
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FIGURE 3.7. Surface plot of waist as function of focal length (/) and cavity length 
(L) for ID Gaussian gain. 
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FIGURE 3.8. Contour plot of waist as function of focal length and cavity length with 
degeneracy lines overlaid (ID gain). 
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FIGURE 3.9. 2D Gaussian gain in confocal cavity for cavity lengths L =0.1 to 1.0 m 
showing degeneracy invariance of modes. (Note the transverse position is in terms 
of a sample index =1 to 512.) 

That the "fully ABCD" geometric cavity derived degeneracy lines still manifest 

themselves without any deviation for a Gaussian gain which is non-ABCD is a sur

prise. Insight into why this is so will be given in the next chapter. 

Prom the figure above, we can make some additional observation. There is a 

degeneracy invariance; that is, modes have the similar transverse structure along 

degeneracy lines. We can demonstrate this, by fixing k/N = 1/4, then solving for 

L{f). The modes look similar as shown in Figure 3.9, which shows field amplitudes 

overlaid for L — 0.1 to 1.0 ni. (The shortest cavity has largest ratio of gain length 

to cavity length and is slightly deviated from the other modes.) 

Furthermore there is a reflection symmetry across degeneracy lines where the mode 

characteristics and structure are similar. The reflection symmetry on either side of the 

k/N = 1/4 degeneracy should not be a surprise: this is the confocal cavity position, 

Blue trace is for shortest cavity. 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Transverse position 
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on either side of this location we have effectively the symmetry of a point spread 

function on either side of a focus. Born and Wolf make use of Lormiiel functions to 

plot isophotes (contour lines of intensity) and state a similar result for a converging 

spherical wave diffracted at a circular aperture [52], "Hence, in the neighborhood of 

the focus the intensity distribution is symmetrical about the geometrical focal plane." 

We can take a slice through Figure 3.8 at a given focal length to see how the 

mode changes with respect to cavity length. Similarly, holding focal length constant, 

inverting Equation 3.2, and solving for N{L) we see how the mode changes with 

degeneracy N (of k/N where k = 1). Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show an image of the 

transverse profile of \E\ as a function of degeneracy number N at pmnp widths Wp = 

0.25wo and Wp = 0.5wo respectively. Degeneracy features show up most strongly for 

the narrower pump. We see that more than just the symmetric intensity distribution 

around the confocal point {N — 4), there is a similar symmetry at each of the even 

degeneracies {N = 6, 8, 10) for the narrow Wp = 0.25wo pump. Why should a 

Gaussian gain with non-Hermitian modes having in general non-planar curvatures 

at the reference plane give us what appears to be periodic foci (i.e., flat phase) at 

degeneracies? Illumination on this question will be sought in the next chapter. 

How are K and affected by cavity degeneracies? We expect to increase 

at degeneracies because more modes are present. K is the excess noise factor for 

a single coherently oscillating cavity resonator mode; therefore, it might seem that 

K should not intrinsically be affected by multimode behavior at degeneracies. K is 

also the adjoint coupling factor that is greater than imity for non-Hermitian systems-

the transversely inhomogeneous gain imposed by the Gaussian gain have already been 

shown to increase K hy a. factor of 1.5 to 3, but holding Wp and Go fixed while varying 

/ and L should not change K if the above interpretation is complete. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, an exhaustive review of the literature has found no 

references that compare K and Original papers on K by Petermann analyzed a 

single-mode gain-guided stripe semiconductor laser. Petermann reduced his equation 
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Degeneracy Number 

FIGURE 3.10. Image of 2D |E| at different degeneracy numbers N for Wp = 0.25WO 
and GQI = 1. Only one input parameter is varied here: N, which is used to determine 
the cavity length for a fixed focal length. 
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Degeneracy Number 

FIGURE 3.11. Image of 2D |E| at different degeneracy nmnbers N for Wp = Q .5wo 
and GQI = 1. Only one input parameter is varied here: iV, which is used to determine 
the cavity length for a fixed focal length. 
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for K to a, form what is effectively a product of the near field and far field widths of 

the laser beam, essentially the definition of JVP. The intriguing relationship between 

K and has been proven in chapter 2 for the special case of a Gaussian mode with 

complex arguments. It's now time to see how far the relation between K and 

goes. 

AnecdotaUy, after first nmning simulations for a quadratic gain and finding K = 

AP, I posed the observation to Siegman in a personal correspondence. I said, "It 

seems that the h'P and Petermann factor are essentially the same quantity. I plan on 

looking carefully through your list of beam quaMty references to see if someone has 

already shown when these two quantities are at least interdependent, if not directly 

proportional. What are you thoughts?" Siegman pointed out that in the particular 

specific case considered by Petermann, K and are related, but he went on to 

say that "I can't agree that and Petermann K factor are the same, or even very 

much if at all related." Later after I ran Gaussian gain simulations, I saw I was very 

premature in saying K and were essentially the same, that indeed K and 

were very different; however, there did appear to be a definite correlation between 

them when looked at as a function of degeneracy. 

Figure 3.12 shows the great surprise! K and NP are effectively anticorrelated in 

the region of degeneracies. For degenerate orders kjN — 1/3,1/4,1/6,1/8 there is 

a definite decrease in K, where there is a definite increase in KP. At the confocal 

degeneracy, k/N = 1/4, we see K = 1.00, the minimum possible value, robustly for 

Wp > 0.2wo, GqI < 4. Meanwhile, at k/N = 1/4, reaches its maximum. 

Inspection of the phase of the stationary modes shows a relatively flat phase in 

the region of the pump at these degeneracies. Near the degeneracies, on either side, 

the phase becomes strongly curved where is a maximum as shown in Figure 3.13. 

Prom the definition of Petermann factor, with a constant, flat phase, we see that 
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FIGURE 3.12. Petermann factor and beam quality for 2D Gaussian gain with f—0.1 
m and 0.001 m as cavity length is varied. Pump width is for Wp — O.bwo and 
Wp — 0.2^Wo as shown. 
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FIGURE 3.13. 2D field amphtudes and phases at and near confocal geometry. 
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K = {iZo 

IZo 
2 1. (3.3) 

For an empty cavity, with no gain medium, the phase at a planar mirror is flat; 

however, with a transversely inhomogeneous gain medium, there is not in general a 

flat phase at the planar mirror. Indeed, all numerical results with a Gaussian gain 

medimn show that away from the degenerate locations, the phase is strongly curved 

at the planar mirror. 

There is, however a finite cavity length region AL, or similarly AN, over which 

K decreases and peaks around the degenerate locations. Erhard et al[53] and 

Dingjan et al [44] have similarly observed a finite interval of increased output power 

around degenerate points. Erhaxd has also reported an increase in over the same 

interval. (Nothing yet published, however, has studied K across cavity degenera

cies.) Both groups have explained the finite interval originating from a transverse 

mode-locking where the Hermite-Gaussian or Laguerre-Gaussian modes lock their 

frequencies over the interval. The phase plots however show that a flat phase condi

tion (variation less than A/10 across the beam) occurs only at the degenerate point. 

Adjacent regions do, however, show a gradual decreasing of overall phase curvature 

toward the degeneracy. This topic shall be continued in the next chapter. 

K dips at each degeneracy and is unity at 1/4 order degeneracy. At low values 

of gain, GQI < 1, K has a local maximum on each side of the degeneracy before 

decreasing at the degeneracy. At higher gain levels, K follows a curve with an 

average value of K = 2, dipping down at the degeneracies. At strong enough gains, 

GQI ~ 3, only the lowest order degeneracies are observed: 1/3, 1/4, 1/6, and 1/8, 

while the others are smoothed out with increasing GQ. The dependence of K on 

degeneracy number is even more sensitive at weak gains of GQI < 1, however the 

magnitude of variation of K exceeds unity by less than 20%, much less than at larger 

gains. The results are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 which plot K versus N for 
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FIGURE 3.14. Plots of K as function of degeneracy number for different values of on-
axis ID gain at Wp = 0.25iyo- Note the gradual smoothing of K across degeneracies 
as on-axis gain becomes large. 

pump widths Wp=0.2bWo and 0.5wo. The magnitude of K once again increases as 

Wp decreases. More importantly the sensitivity of K to degeneracy increases as Wp 

decreases. 

Qualitatively, the plot of AP looks like an inverted plot of K, with a maxima of 

obtained at each degeneracy. At Gol ~ 1, both K and have similar behavior 

in between degeneracies;  as the cavity length begins to approach a degeneracy,  both K 

and AP increase, however closer to degeneracies, K reaches a maximum then decreases 

to a minimum value at the degeneracy, while AP reaches a maximum value. 

AP dependence on degeneracies are also washed out at strong values of gain, 

with only the confocal cavity degeneracy point standing out at a liigh gain value of 

GQI — 4.5. Sensitivity of AP to degeneracy is also increased as pump width decreases. 
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FIGURE 3.15. Plots of K as function of degeneracy number for different values of 
on-axis ID gain at Wp = O.SiWo. Fewer degeneracies are revealed for the larger pump 
(compare with previous figure where Wp — 0.25u'o). 
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FIGURE 3.16. Plots of as function of degeneracy number for different values of 
on-axis ID gain at Wp = 0.25wo. Degeneracy structure is gradually smoothed as gain 
increases. 

The results are shown in Figure 3.16 and 3.17. 

As on-axis gain increases, sensitivity to degeneracies N > 4. decreases. This 

reveals qualitatively the regions of transition of dominance between gain guiding and 

cavity effects in formation of eigenmodes. One important caveat here is that clearly 

to say cavity effects dominate doesn't imply formation of empty cavity modes; the 

cavity effects described here show up only with the Gaussian gain present. An empty 

cavity has a waist whidi varies smoothly with its gi^2 parameters and reveals no such 

sensitivity to degeneracies. Therefore, the Gaussian gain guiding effect is always 

present under the surface; to say cavity effects dominate is really limited to meaning 

that degeneracy effects cause a significant change in eigenmode parameters. With 

this interpretation, cavity effects are lost when gain guiding is very strong due to high 

values of on-axis gain. The one important exception to the dominance of a strong 
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FIGURE 3.17. Plots of as function of degeneracy number for different values of 
on-axis ID gain at Wp = 0.5wo- Similar to results for K, this pump width reveals 
fewer degeneracies when compared to a pump width half the size. 
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gain guiding effect is for a confocal cavity which is seen to effectively marry the two 

effects equally for all values of on-axis gain tested: the degenerate cavity effects forces 

K to unity, while waists, and |A| are all maximal resulting from the non-Gaussian 

mode caused by the Gaussian gain. 

The overall curve of and K at GQI ~ 1.5 may be related to the Ramsey and 

Degnan plot of mode density. In fact Figure 4 of their paper plots output power from 

a hole coupled CO2 measured as a function of cavity length, and looks qualitatively 

like the plot of K [50]. 

A laser cavity with quadratic gain is entirely insensitive to degeneracies. Plots 

of waist, K, and M'^ are smooth as L is varied for a fixed /. It must be that 

the imphysical absorption of a quadratic gain that occurs in the wings at a value 

oi X > Wp suppresses the fimdamental ingredient of degeneracies: the self Fourier 

transforming nature of degenerate cavities. This will be extensively discussed in the 

next chapter. Briefly, however, the transversely inhomogeneous gain acts as a spatial 

filter. However, the action of the filter is modified by the geometry of the cavity. A 

quadratic gain has a sharp cutoff that remains close to x = Wp\ thus higher spatial 

frequency information is lost abruptly by a quadratic gain. Conversely, a Gaussian 

gain has a slow cutoff at high spatial frequencies-the modes look more complex, with 

enhanced structure in the wings consequently. 

The ID and 2D simulations are the same qualitatively. For gains that are separa

ble, Kid = y/K-ii) and is unchanged-it is referenced to one transverse dimension 

(i.e., Ml and My). An overlay of the 2D simulation plots of and K show another 

intriguing feature: K and are nearly equivalent on either side of the 1/4 degen

eracy, then moving closer to the degeneracy point, K drops to unity while M'^ peaks. 

This agreement between K and also occurs for near planar cavities, where the 

eigenmodes are well approximated with a quadratic gain. As shown in Chapter 2, a 

quadratic gain has the unique property that computation of AP and K are identical. 

Some additional generalities observed in the numerical results with a Gaussian 
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gain; A self-Fourier function (SFF) mode is the stationary mode at degeneracies for 

N < 10. Furthermore, at these degenerate locations, and K differ by no less 

than 20% and often by a factor of 2 or more. In regions between degeneracies where 

Bjl-K is irrational and for high order degeneracies N > 10, modes are not SFF, and 

and K take on similar magnitudes and differ by less than 10%. In the limit 

of large iV, e. g., N > 100, at a near planar geometries « /C \/2; that is, 

the modes are pure gain-guided and appear more Gaussian, similar to that of a pure 

quadratic gain-guided system. and K are correlated away from degeneracies and 

in near planar cavities when the Gaussian gain is well approximated by a quadratic 

gain. The appendix will discuss one method using the variational Gaussian method 

to show how the near planar result occurs. Examples of a Gaussian gain SFF mode 

at confocal and a quadratic gain non-SFF mode at confocal are shown in Figures 3.18 

and 3.19. 

Lastly, a modification of the mode structure occurs for a filled cavity, that is when 

the Gaussian gain medium length I L. At lower order degeneracies, the modes are 

still nearly SFF, however the modes appear more Gaussian, with the pedestal pushed 

down by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. These cavities have no free space diffraction of 

the field. Wliile a confocal cavity retains much of its Fourier transforming nature, the 

extended gain filters out much of the pedestal caused by the broad Fourier transformed 

gain profile characteristic of a thin gain medium. 

3.4 Summary 

We have shown that at degenerate cavity lengths with a Gaussian gain, there is 

a distinctive structure imposed on the eigenmode, K and NP at typical values of 

on-axis gain. Furthermore, K and are related by exhibiting first a correlation 

approaching degeneracies, then a divergence and anticorrelation near and at degen

eracies. No such structure is present with a quadratic gain. Tliis structure is present 
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FIGURE 3.18. SFF mode from ID Gaussian gain at. confocal. An SFF mode is 
defined here qualitatively as when the near and far field intensities appear identical 
when overlaid. 
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FIGURE 3.19. Non-SFF mode from ID quadratic gain at confocal. 
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for pump widths less than the empty cavity waist and becomes increasingly revealed 

as the pump becomes narrower. The most persistent effect of degeneracy occurs for 

a confocal cavity, wherein the eigenmode parameters were affected at all values of on-

axis gain tested. Other cavity geometries are gradually less affected by degeneracies 

as the gain becomes very large. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONFOCAL CAVITY IN DEPTH 

4.1 Overview 

We've seen numerical results that show how laser parameters such as waist, eigen

value, M^, and K are affected by degeneracies. It's now time to dissect a confocal 

cavity using our optics and mathematical tools to understand the behavior at a con-

focal cavity. 

First, we'll see what the significance of a Fourier transforming cavity is. An 

asymmetric mode results that will give insight into the results predicted by Firth 24 

years ago who used the variational Gaussian method of analyzing a Gaussian gain 

laser. Next we'll show why a quadratic gain maliuni entirely misses the pedestal 

features of non-Gaussian modes of a Gaussian medium. We will then zero in on the 

Petermann factor and explore why K goes to unity for a confocal cavity. And, last, 

the qualitative relations between K and M'^ will be explained. 

4.2 Degeneracy and Self Fourier Functions 

The degeneracy of a confocal cavity is seen by looking at the mode frequency as 

described in chapter 2, 

i^m,n,g = I^{q+ ^ ^ arccos (4.1) 
ZIj TT 

where m, n, q — 0,1,2,3,.. However this result is for a fully ABCD cavity, that 

is, derived by calculating the Gouy phase shift of the ABCD portion of a laser res

onator. This relation for mode frequency presupposes eigenmodes of a fully ABCD 

cavity, Laguerre-Gaussian or Hermite-Gaussian modes. As described in Chapter 3, 
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degeneracy occurs for any combinations of m and n that leave m + n unchanged. The 

eigenmodes are modes that repeat after a single round trip. A strict interpretation 

of stationary mode formation primarily is foimded on the Fox and Li result that the 

lowest loss or highest gain mode wins, i.e., becomes the eigenrnode. What will be 

shown here is that for degenerate cavities, loss or gain in a single round trip is not 

the only force that determines the mode. Furthermore the notion that modes ar

range themselves to maximize the gain does not sufficiently describe mode formation 

at degeneracies. For lower order degenerate cavities (i.e., with a rational value of 

9/271 — k/N, N < 10) a single pass picture of mode formation should be coupled 

with the Fourier transforming and self imaging properties of the cavity. A confocal 

cavity is a Fourier transforming cavity: the field at the reference plane of the waist 

is the Fourier transform of the field at the waist of the previous pass. For an empty 

semiconfocal cavity as studied here, after one round trip, the field is a Fourier trans

form of the initial field. After two round trips the initial field has been self imaged 

if it has even symmetry (after 4 round trips an arbitrary initial field is self imaged). 

For a loaded semiconfocal cavity, the Fourier transforming property of the cavity acts 

on both the initial field and the gain. Thus there is an effective modification of the 

gain profile for a single pass from the reference plane to the curved mirror, then on 

the return trip, the gain profile is given by the pump intensity. 

In Chapter 3, we saw the BFM result of a confocal cavity with Gaussian gain: the 

modes, though non-Gaussian, are imchanged imder a Fourier transform: the near field 

intensity distribution is the same shape as the far field intensity distribution. The 

Hermite-Gaussian mod^ of a geometrically stable empty cavity have this property in 

general: the Fourier transform of a Gaussian is a Gaussian. However, for a confocal 

cavity there is an even stricter requirement: the scale of the initial function is the 

same as the scale of the transformed function. Such functions are their own Fourier 

transforms. A function that has this unique property as the modes of a confocal 

cavity is called a self Fourier function (SFF). This differs from the general result of 
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a narrow Gaussian Fourier transforming into a broad Gaussian. 

The surprise for cavities with Gaussian gain is that while the gain strongly affects 

the eigenmodes, making them non-Gaussian, their sensitivity to cavity degeneracies 

is not diminished, but is in fact enhanced. The degeneracy is a pttrely ABCD 

result, but the non-ABCD Gaussian gain element doesn't destroy the SFF property 

associated with degeneracies. Furthermore, as stated earlier, a quadratic gain is 

entirely insensitive to cavity degeneracies. 

Mode stability has been found to be intuitively understood by considering the 

geometrical imaging in a resonator, consistent with the wave optics result of self 

Fourier transforming modes. Several authors have briefly referred to the application 

of SFF to optical resonators: Lipson, Caola, and others [54, 55, 56]. The confocal 

cavity (degeneracy order k/N = 1/4) is the manifestation of a generator of SFF for 

a gain that is Gaussian. 

Alieva and Bar be have extended the theory of self Fourier functions to self frac

tional Fourier functions (SFFF) [57]. For other than confocal degenerate cavities, 

there is a fractional Fourier transform after one round trip, later a Fourier transform, 

and still later self imaging. 

pljNpl/N . , . pl/N _ _ p (4 2) 

The product of N fractional Fourier transforms of order 1/N results in the Fourier 

transform operation. This is analogous to a cavity having transverse degeneracy order 

1/N. In the ray optics picture,  a  multipass transverse mode of degeneracy order 1/N 

repeats itself after N round trips. An eigenmode must repeat after one roimd-trip; 

therefore the self consistent stationary solution that satisfies both the eigenmode 

requirement and the fractional Fourier transform set by the cavity degeneracy is a 

SFFF. This completes the relation between transverse mode degeneracy of any order 

and the self Fourier mode properties of a cavity with that degeneracy. In chapter 

5 we'll look at the transient formation of eigenmodes as a way of demonstrating the 
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unique nature of a confocal cavity with Gaussian gain to produce SFF eigenmodes. 

4.3 The Vaxiational Gaussian Method 

The Gaussian gain medium is primarily a spatial filter, however, when used in a 

confocal cavity, the spatial filter is found to take two very different configurations. 

Insight into such behavior first came from Firth who used a variational Gaussian 

method to find the eigenmodes of a laser resonator with Gaussian gain. He found for 

pump widths less than the empty cavity spot size, there existed asymmetric modes. 

The mode alternated between one with a strong Gaussian gain spatial filter, and the 

next roimd trip with a mode that largely ignored the spatial filter. A direct munerical 

implementation of the variation Gaussian method (VG) was found to be accurate 

only when wp > wo. In particular the VG results for the eigenmode oscillated with 

increasing magnitudes until becoming unphysical for wp < wo at typical values of 

on-axis gain; or else the VG gave mode solutions that did not dampen out to a single 

mode. Why is this? The BPM results indicate that in this region of pump waist 

smaller than the empty cavity waist, the pedestal increases causing the spot size to 

increase as well. The VG method, summarized in the appendix, involves solution of 

a pair of coupled first order differential equations resulting in a single Gaussian mode 

that is the best fit of a modified complex beam parameter for a non-ABCD system. In 

the case of a small pump, a Gaussian gain leads to a complex beam parameter which 

"repeats itself not after a single pass, but only after a full round trip, even though 

the cavity is completely symmetric" [5]. Firth analyzed a symmetric confocal cavity 

with gain rnediimi and reference plane located at the waist thus a single pass of his 

cavity is equivalent to a full roimd trip of the semiconfocal cavity considered here. 

Furthermore, the VG method for a quadratic gain did not show asymmetric modes. 

This is why it is intriguing to try to understand the VG resiilt further. Even though 

numerically, the VG does not agree with the BPM, there is an important qualita
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tive agreement or analogy between these methods: quadratic gain is insensitive to 

degeneracies and has purely Gaiissian modes (in BPM) and has symmetric modes 

(in VG), whereas a Gaussian gain has very non-Gaussian modes (in BPM) and has 

asymmetric modes (in VG). So far in the literature, no reason has been given as to 

why asjonmetric modes are obtained. Now however, we can see that Firth's result 

provides insight into how a confocal cavity works. 

4.4 The Optical Propagator, Origin of Asymmetric Modes, & In-
sensitivity of a Quadratic Gain 

To see this more clearly, we first analyze the laser cavity with a Gaussian gain 

using the optical propagator method. Analytic solutions will be derived for a tliin 

Gaussian gain medium. Numerical results of the BPM given in chapter 3 show the 

same quali tat ive behavior around degeneracies of a  thin gain medium where I  «  L 

but still keeping GQI = 1, and for that of a typical medimn of 1mm-1cm. At a confocal 

geometry, the propagation kernels for the full round trip may be found for the thin 

gain case. 

Returning to the optical propagator introduced in chapter 2, given an initial field 

E{xo,Zo), we wish to find the field E{xi, Zi) through an arbitrary system. In one 

transverse dimension, the a field En{xo) at a specific reference plane is mapped to the 

field En+i{xi) one round trip later by. 

If the ABCD matrix for the system is known, then the propagation kernel of the 

generalized Huygens' (also known as Collin's) integral is [3] 

K{xi;xo)En{xo)dxo (4.3) 

Kcixizi;xo,zo) = I 2TVB{ZI,ZQ) 

i  }Zq 
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A special case of interest here is a confocal cavity, where A = D = 0.  The propagation 

kernel for a confocal cavity is therefore essentially the Fourier transform operator, 

/

OO 
(4.5) 

•OO 

Consider next a general propagation kernel for a thick gain mediurn-the exact 

form is not known analytically, but is of the form of 

Kg{xiZi-,XoM) = (4.6) 

where gf(x; x') and (i(x; x') represent the gain and diffraction effects respectively. A 

thin Gaussian gain medium has negligible diffraction and would then be described by 

Kg{x,x')  = (4.7) 

= G{x )6{x — x ')  (4.8) 

where G{x) = e ^ The round trip propagation includes propagation of the 

initial field first through the gain medium then an ABCD propagation to the mirror 

and back (this is the confocal cavity part) then propagation once again back through 

the gain medium. That is, 

/

OO POO ^OO 
Kg{xs,x2) / Kc{x2,XI) / Kg{xi,xo)En{xo)dx2dxidxo (4.9) 

•OO J —OO J —OO 

/

OO l*00 poo 
G{x3)S{x3 -  X2) KC { X 2,X I )  G{xi)S{xi  -  xo )En{xo) dx2dxidxo 

•00 J —00 J —00 
For a confocal cavity, Kc is the Fourier transform operator. Ignoring the constant 

prefactors we have 

/

OO 

G(x3)<5(X3 - X2)F{G{xi)E^{xx)}dx2 (4.10) 
-00 

It is helpful to consider a series expansion of the gain kernel. Befriending the 

gain function G{x), an exponential of an exponential, we end up with just a weighted 

sum of Gaussians, 

, , ,2 °° (°° ((^1\n„—n{x/wp)'^ 
G(x) = = Y, „| = E n\ 

n=0 ri=0 
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So, we find that Equation 4.10 is a double sum, 

E„^i{x) = I (4-12) 
m=0 n=0 

This is a key result. It is now clear how a narrow pump gives rise to a broad 

pedestal: the Fourier transform of a narrow function is a broad function. The eigen-

mode is a stun of a product of two Gaussians, with at least one term that is purely a 

broad Gaussian times a constant. Firth's result of asymmetric modes is now justified: 

asymmetric modes represent this solution, alternating between the broad and narrow 

modes. 

We use a dimensionless value of waist; for example, we can scale all waists by the 

empty cavity spot size. Continuing now with Equation 4.12 , we will look at the first 

few terms of the double sum. 

En+i{x) = + + + 

+ ... (4.13) 

To observe the nature of this sum, we first take the initial field as a Gaussian with 

waist Wn, 

En+i{x) = + + + 

(4.14) 

En+i{ x )  =  + (4.15) 

(Go«) vTTWpne p (4.16) 

Where, ^ -\ + -V- The first Gaussian in the sum is the same as the initial "^pn '^p 
field. The next Gaussian has a modified waist that is about the size of the pump for 

Wp « Wn, but this is complemented with its Fourier transform in the third Gaussian. 

The last term is again essentially the size of the pump. 
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Isolating still further just the effects of the confocal cavity on the gain, consider 

an initial field that is constant En{XI) = 1 and take GQI = 1 then, 

En+i  (x)  = l  + (4.17) 

Notice that the field is purely real, except for the constant phase factor •\J —^ that 

has been neglected. The semi-confocal cavity is a Fourier transforming cavity and 

therefore it is a self imaging cavity after two round trips for a field with even symmetry. 

An initial field with no phase curvature remains flat in this gain guided confocal 

cavity. In general this is not the case; gain guided systems are a typical example of 

non-Hermitian system that have excess noise with curved wavefronts. Furthennore, 

a flat phase front present with the superposition of narrow and broad Gaussians 

indicate a transverse phase locking between these "asjnmmetric" modes (the meaning 

of asymmetric modes is now understood to be this phase locked superposition of the 

different sized modes). 

At this point, before we look more closely at the phase curvature, we can now also 

understand the failure of the quadratic gain to be sensitive to the pedestal. Consider 

a thin quadratic gain medium 

G{x)  = = ^Gol^-Gol ix /wpf  _ ^Gol^-{x /weJf f  (4.18) 

With a quadratic gain, equation 4.10 becomes, 

En+i{xs)  =  r  G{xs)S{x ,  - (4.19) 
poo 

J —oo 

Taking £^„(a;i)as a Gaussian with waist 

/

oo — ! T  I  

G(x3)S(x3 -  X2)F{e " ' ' f f  }dx  
•OO 

= (4.20) 

o/-> ? /— "(""T 
= e °\/nWpne '""ff  (4.21) 
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Once again ^ ^ + ^. For a narrow pump w^ff « 1, we have, ^ 

so that 

~ (4.22) 

There is no longer a sum of Gaussians with differing widths. The quadratic gain 

lacks all the higher order terms which carry the broader waist containing the pedestal. 

This is the result after just one round trip. However, iterating Equation 4.19 for a 

small pump where Wp = Wo/10 results in an eigenmode that has a waist deviating by 

less than one percent from this single pass result. 

Thus, the quadratic gain results in an eigenmode that is a Gaussian, with waist 

primarily determined by the size of the pump. We could have anticipated this 

result; a quadratic gain in a geometrically stable cavity is fully describable with 

ABCD and complex beam parameter methods which yield complex-valued Hermite-

Gaussian solutions. However, this result highhghts the origin of the key differences 

between the modes of a cavity with Gaussian and quadratic gains. 

4.5 Wavefront Curvature & the Stationary Phase Approximation 

Returning now to Gaussian gain and a discussion on the phase; chapter 3 results 

showed a strong influence of cavity degeneracy on eigenvalue, eigenmode, Petermann 

factor, and beam quality. In particular, Figure 3.13 shows how at the 1/4 degeneracy 

point, the phase curvature becomes very flat. Closer inspection of the curvature at 

1/3 and 1/6 degeneracies shows similar behavior in the transverse region of the pump 

spot when K 1. A flat phase here is not to be expected with a nonuniform gain 

profile. In fact on either side of these degenerate points, the phase curvature becomes 

much larger. 

It can also be seen in the definition for Petermann factor, Equation 3.3, that the 

denominator differs from the numerator only in the presence of a nonuniform phase. 

K —y 1 at the 1/4 degeneracy point, and K is a local minima at other degeneracy 
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points where phase does approach a nniform profile. In order to understand how the 

phase develops for confocal and other degenerate systems with a spatially inhomo-

geneous gain medium, we use the stationary phase approximation. In general the 

ABCD propagator of the Huygens' integral is a rapidly oscillating function. Just as 

the Praunhofer diffraction equations may be obtained by using the stationary phase 

approximation to solve the Presnel diffraction, the round trip propagator of a laser 

resonator with Gaussian gain can also be approximated using the stationary phase 

approximation. The Huygens' integral kernel will again be approximated using a 

thin gain sheet to extract the predominant contributions to phase. 

Beginning again with the expression for the round trip optical propagator, 

/

OO POO poo 

G{xs)S{'X'i  -  X2) Kcix2,xi)  G{xi)5{xi  -  xo)En{xo)dx2dxidxo 
-00 J —00 J—00 

r-r— 
I<c{xu Xo) = exp{^pxf + Axl - '^XIXQ]} (4.24) 

We use the stationary phase fonnulation described in Born and Wolf [58], 

/

I  — pikf{xo) 
aixy'^'^'dx == (4.25) 

This approximation is in general valid when k is very large (specific conditions for 

validity are specified in Born and Wolf). Because of the rapidly oscillating phase, 

contribution to the integral occurs only in the region of critical points of f{x), that 

is, where f{x) = 0. The function g{x) above is the slow amplitude variation of 

the thin Gaussian gain sheet, G{xi). f{x) is the argument of the Huygens' integral 

propagator, 

I{XQ) =  ̂ (.4x-o -  2x0x1 + Dx\).  (4.26) 

We find the critical point Xo where f '{xo) — 0. The value of the function f{x) at the 

stationary point is therefore 

fM = (4-27) 
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FIGURE 4.1. Quadratic phase magnitude as fimction of cavity length for a focal 
length of f=0.5 m. 

Note that this function determines the phase of Equation 4.25 for real functions G{xo) 

when the ABCD is real. For any geometrically stable cavity with thin Gaussian 

gain, the phase is quadratic and its curvature is determined by the round trip ABCD 

elements. 

The quantity { D  —  ^ ) / B  determines the degree of quadratic curvature. For a 

confocal cavity the phase becomes indeterminate, A = D — 0 and B = L; however, 

we can evaluate this quantity as a function of cavity length at a fixed focal length. 

This coefficient of the quadratic phase is plotted as a fimction of cavity length for a 

focal length / = 0.5 m in Figure 4.1. It can then be compared to Petermann factor 

as a function of cavity length. Figure 4.1 shows the result for one round trip as the 

blue plot. Note, in particular, the phase transition at a length corresponding to the 

k/N = 1/4 degeneracy point. For n multiple passes, the overall ABCD becomes M"; 

this results in a new value for the overall phase shift {D — \)/B. As more round 

trips are plotted, additional discontinuous phase transitions appear. 

Looking at the same data, but plotted as a function of degeneracy order N in 

Figure 4.2 we see the unique behavior at the degenerate points N — 3, 4, 6, and 8. 
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FIGURE 4.2. Quadratic phase magnitude as function of degeneracy order. 

A Petermann factor of one must have a constant phase. At N — 3 and 6 degenerate 

points, the deviation from a flat phase factor is minimum. While at iV = 4 and 

8, it is singular, blowing up to +/ — oo when approached from A'' > 4 and iV < 4 

respectively (and similarly for N = 8). For semiconfocal self imaging, N = 4; after 

two round trips the phase factor is 0. 

This form of analysis requires justification. Relevant phenomena in phase be

havior appear for multiple passes through the empty cavity ABCD that correspond 

to the behavior of Petermann factor at degeneracies. However, the non-ABCD gain 

element has been neglected in finding the multipass ABCD. Recall that the paraxial 

resonance condition. Equation 2.61, was derived based on only the empty cavity, fully 

ABCD elements. Furthermore, the derivation involved iteration of the round trip 

matrix M, rn times, resulting in A/'". Paraxial resonance was obtained for certain 

combination of length and focal length which resulted in — I, the identity ma

trix, after N roimd trips. By plotting out the overall phase shift (D — j)/D, of the 

net ABCD after N round trips, we are necessarily finding the flat phase that results 

for an empty cavity at each degeneracy of order N. Self imaging of a uniform phase 
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results in a uniform phase. Therefore, that the overall phase shift crosses a value of 

zero at each degeneracy shouldn't be a surprise: it's a statement once again of the 

stability of a modes arising out of the self imaging properties of a Nth order degen

erate cavity [48]. The blow up of phase curvature on either side of the degeneracy is 

also intriguing. The change of sign of curvature can be understood by considering the 

curvature on each side of a geometric focus. Because the reference plane is located 

at a planar mirror, as the cavity length is adjusted, there are multiple foci that result 

for each of the N multiple romid trips. 

Figure 4.2 also suggests the qualitative form of the variation of K around degen

eracies. The phase shows a strong curvature that changes sign across the confocal 

point as length is varied, so in this region curvature R varies from large to small to 

large. We see similar behavior with K-it is maximum near the degeneracy, a mini

mum at the degeneracy, then again a maximum on the other side of the degeneracy, 

as shown in a plot of K versus degeneracy number, Figure 4.3. 

On the other hand, the limitation of this analysis is also seen in Figure 4.3. We 

see for a narrow pump with Wp = 0.2bWo: for weak gains, GQI < 1, the degeneracies 

show up strongly; for larger GQI ~ 2 the degeneracies begin to be smoothed out; 

while for GQI > 3 the higher order degeneracies are no longer visible N > 9. Note 

that Figure 4.3 shows that the k/N = 1/4 degeneracy persists at being visible for all 

levels of gain tested. The data shown was obtained with a gain length of 1 mm. A 

thinner gain length with the same GQI may make the degeneracies visible once again 

for a higher level of on-axis gain. There is nonetheless both a minimum level of gain 

guiding which is necessary to excite the degeneracies, as well as a maximum level of 

gain guiding above which perturbation of the empty cavity degeneracy becomes so 

strong that the degeneracy features are lost (at least for N ^ 4). 

Alternatively, the Gaussian gain perturbs the resonator from being driven in a 

manner set by the empty cavity modes. A pump waist which is narrower than the 

empty cavity mode firsts excites multi-empty cavity modes of the resonator. Multi-
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FIGURE 4.3. Plots of Petermann factor as function of degeneracy number for different 
values of on-axis ID gain. 

modes are necessary if degeneracy features are to be manifested and affect formation 

of the loaded cavity eigenmode. For weak to medium values of on-axis gain, the 

loaded cavity continues to oscillate with a discrete "spectra" due to empty cavity 

degeneracies, but for strong enough gains, the resonator is "ionized:" discrete degen

eracy resonances due to the empty cavity modes are lost and a continuous spectriim 

of mode parameters results. 

We should note that, the complex beam parameter (CBP) method for finding 

stationary solutions given a round-trip ABCD yields the solution such that [3, 27], 

Q  =  ̂  ~  ̂  ±  — 
2B  B  

Here, Qg = l / q ^  is the stationary CBP for the system with round-trip elements A,  B ,  

and D. For a real, geometrically stable ABCD, the radius of curvature is given 

A +  D^  
x/x 

(4.28) 
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by the first term, ^ which looks somewhat similax to our expression for 

curvature derived from the stationary phase approximation. However, a symmetric 

cavity (as we have here) has the property, D — A, such that propagation in the 

reverse direction results in the same ABCD matrix as forward propagation at a given 

reference plane. Therefore, D — A implies that we're at a waist and the radius of 

curvature is fiat. Furthermore after iterating the round trip matrix N times, this 

standard result for curvature is still flat. Evidently, the interesting singularities that 

appear very relevant for interpreting Petermann factor behavior around degeneracies 

l ay  i n  ou r  own  ve r s ion  fo r  cu rva tu r e  de r i ved  he r e ,  whe re  we  u se  {D  — \ ) /B .  

In summary, we see that the reduced values of Petermann factor at degeneracies 

arise out of the empty cavity properties at degeneracies of not just one roimd-trip, 

but also empty cavity properties present only after N > 1 round-trips. Specifically, 

by estimating the overall wavefront curvature with the {D — \)/B quadratic phase 

factor, of the net ABCD after N round trips, we could predict where the wavefront 

curvature is minimal and therefore where Petermaim factor is minimal. 

This is the basis of a multipass transverse mode theory. Based on the stationary 

phase approximation analysis, a wave optics multipass transverse mode theory can 

be justified if it is defined such that transverse degeneracies have a distinctive affect 

on mode formation; that is, it is justified as long as the modes still have distinctive 

artifacts present at the degeneracies. When these distinctive features are washed 

out by laxge enough on-axis gains or large enough pimip waists, then a multipass 

transverse mode theory is not useful. 

Furthermore, that different singularities of phase occur at degeneracies after a 

different number of round trips, while waist, K, and M^, show similar variation at 

degeneracies again suggests an interpretation of mode formation theory that would 

be sensitive to multipass, degeneracy effects in addition to the single pass, "lowest 

loss wins" theory. Although the eigenmode is stationary and repeats after a single 

round trip, we see a reason here why the Petermann factor varies as a function of 
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degeneracy in a way that is revealed only in a multipass analysis. 

4.6 Degeneracies, K, and 

Another way of understanding the flat phase exactly at the corifocal configuration 

is by considering the explicit degeneracy at this point. All even order transverse 

modes are degenerate here, that is they have the same phase. Therefore, interference 

between them should be constructive because the phase is uniform and repeats every 

N round trips. On the other hand, when destructive interference occurs, there are 

ripples in \E\, resulting in maxima and minima in the intensity pattern. On either 

side of confocal, there is a high density of modes, but phases are different, so ripples 

are expected close to, but away from the confocal condition of / = L. The finite 

interval AL over which K decreases and increases shown in chapter 3 would 

numerically represent a region of phase locking if it is associated with an interval of 

modes without ripples in \E\ [59]. As Erhard has pointed out, superposition of many 

coherent modes at a degeneracy may result in a fvmdamental mode where M'^ is low, 

but in most cases will increase with more modes [53]. 

Continuing on with the relation between phase imiformity and smoothness or 

ripples in field magnitude we can quantify an estimate of the phase locking interval of 

cavity length. We use the knowledge that the eigenmode is a SFF and the fact that 

a sum of a real, even function with its Fourier transform is a SFF, and decompose the 

eigenmode into a superposition of the two asymmetric modes: one narrow and one 

broad. We can see that phase locking occurs between the narrow, central portion of 

the eigenmode and the broad base of the eigenmode. Exactly at confocal, the phase 

is imiform, and the intensity drops off smootlily. Moving away from confocal, the 

modes have a central region that grows slowly and with a slightly less broad base; 

most importantly however, the transition between the narrow region and the pedestal 

is less smooth and there begins to be a small dip between the two regions indicating 
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FIGURE 4.4. Near confocal 2D field amplitudes. Innermost plot (magenta) is at 
confocal. Plots farther away are progressively farther away from the confocal point. 

a decrease of phase locking between asymmetric modes. The smooth variation at the 

edges of the central region and pedestal portions of the field indicate a phase locking 

condition over some interval of length, AL. Figmre 4.4 shows the field ampHtudes 

a round  t he  co n fo ca l  c av i t y  l eng th .  He re ,  t h e  l eng th  i n t e r va l  co r r e s ponds  t o  AL/L  =  

0.0354 for the plots shown. Dingjan, has reported similar results at the confocal 

condition and at the other low order degeneracies [44]. Zhang did an extensive study 

of locking effects at degeneracies and also confirmed experimentally the presence of a 

finite locking interval [41]. 

Doumont et al, have derived a relation for Petermann factor for a laser cavity with 

a Gaussian aperture as [37] 

R is wavefront curvature and w is the waist. Although this relation was derived 

(4.29) 
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for a fully ABCD system, we can at least gain insight into the relation between 

and K for at most a quadratic system. We've seen in Chapter 3 that waist shows 

resonances with maximal waists at cavity degeneracies. The wavefront curvature is 

similarly affected, however curvature changes sign either smoothly or discontinuously 

at 1/3 and 1/4 degeneracies. The BPM results show K increasing on either side of 

degeneracies, then reaching a minima at the degeneracy. 

Typically, beam quality is defined as 

Ml — A-Kaj^Osx (4.30) 

But for astigmatic beams, Hodgson and Weber [60] include a mixed moment of second 

o rde r  wh ich  i s  r e l a t ed  t o  t he  r ad iu s  o f  cu rva tu r e ,  R.  

= -fl 

Letting 

= 4cr^o (4.32) 

el = 4AVL (4.33) 

So that beam quality is defined now as 

Ml = J\Jw% - {wj^f = (4.34) 

With the curvature term in M^, there is qualitative agreement between the varia

tion of Equations 4.29 and 4.34 with R, and with the BPM results: at confocal for a 

Gaussian gain, the phase is flat, K =1 , 8 ,  minimtmi, and M^ is maximum. At the re

gions near the confocal point where curvature R is larger, K is a maxima and not 

a maxima. Are and K related through R for even Gaussian gain systems? Not 

necessarily-based on the case studied here, it appears Equation 4.34 only qualitatively 

points to the anticorrelation between AP and K because {Wx9x)^ « 
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Further studies of the second moments, however, do lead to at least a heuristic 

interpretation of why and K are anticorrelated at degeneracies. We will extend 

the work of Belanger [61] that uses the properties of Fourier transforms (see for 

example Gaskill [62] or Barrett [63]) to calculate the second moment of intensity in 

one dimension, 

/»oo 
2 _ 

0-? = 
-47r2/ 

where by Parseval's theorem we have, 

1 f°° 
—r-  /  \E{x ) f  dx  and 

J-oo 

/

OO 

\F{E{x ) } f  d s  (4.35) 
•OO 

/

OO poo 

\E{x ) \ ' ^dx=  /  \F{E{x ) } fd s .  
•OO J —OO 

Now the derivative of a function is related to its Fourier transform as 

f'{(^)'/W} = (27riO'nO 

where F { f {x ) }  =  F(0-

Applying this property to finding the moments of a function we see the moment 

of f{x) is defined by [63] 

rriq 
/

OO 

dx  a;® f { x )  (4.36) 
•OO 

/

OO 

dx  x ' ^  f i x )  (4.37) 
•OO 

= (4.38) 

Then 
2 _ ^ 
" -47r2/ ds^ 

similarly, the second moment in Fourier space is 

(4.39) 
s=0 
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The second moment in one domain is completely determined by the "curvature" of 

intensity in the other domain at the origin (i.e., the second derivative of the intensity 

distribution is the "curvature" of that intensity distribution). Thus, a sharply peaked 

(sharper peak=larger second derivative) intensity distribution in the Fourier domain 

will have a large second moment in real space, while a sharply peaked intensity 

distribution in real space will have a large second moment in Fourier space as seen in 

Equations 4.39 and 4.40. 

Taking again, = Anaxoasx, we now consider the confocal cavity from two per

spectives. First, the BPM eigenmode result at confocal is a self Fourier function so 

that the second moments al and al are identical. Furthermore, the confocal eigen

mode is most sharply peaked: as shown in Figure 4.4 by comparing the eigenmode 

on either side of confocal to the mode exactly at confocal. 

This is reasonable because the reference plane is located at the focus of the cavity-

we expect a sharper focus there. However, the mmierical results indicate the waist 

at confocal is LARGE, and a MAXIMUM as shown in Figure 3.8 shown in chapter 

3 even though we're at a focus the waist is significantly biased by the pedestal. 

This is consistent with Equation 4.39 for the case of a sharply peaked eigenmode. In 

order to maximize both the eigenmode and its transform must be sharply peaked. 

Finally we see that the product of two such second moments in real and Fourier space 

is necessarily larger than the general case of a broad Gaussian eigenmode. Figure 4.5 

shows ax and ag, each normalized to their value at iV = 4. Notice how ax and o"s,are 

proportional in the region of the k/N — 1/4, 1/3, and 1/6 degeneracies but inversely 

proportional elsewhere. The main point is around the confocal condition where 

is at the maximum, the ax and ag undergo the strongest correlation, precisely where 

the cavity would most strongly influence the formation of a self Fourier function 

eigenmode. 

The modes become more Gaussian-like, but not SFF, as the cavity bec:omes near 

p l a na r ,  wh i ch  i s  a t  h i g h e r  degene racy  number s .  I n  t h i s  r eg ion ,  such  a s  a t  k /N  ~  
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FIGURE 4.5. Top: Waists as function of degeneracy number in real and Fourier space, 
normalized at N=4. Bottom; as function of degeneracy nimiber. 

10 the more typical result holds where a relatively smaller waist in real space wiU 

correspond to a larger waist in the Fourier domain. It is here, also, that is closer 

to unity. 

The fact that the reference plane is at a focus of the cavity (the definition of 

confocal) is a strong influence in causing a flat phase. The radius of curvature is 

flat at a waist for any real ABCD system; but here with a Gaussian gain we use the 

BPM result of a flat phase to see why K is minimum and the BPM result of the 

sharpness at the peak of the SFF eigenmode to see why M'^ is maximum. The waist 

is still located at the reference plane with the Gaussian gain. Petermann factor is 

necessarily unity if the phase of the eigenmode is uniform. 

In conclusion, a phase locking interval around the degenerate point has been 
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proposed that accounts for the finite region where K decreases in magnitude (because 

of a more uniform phase profile) and in a manner which would support the presence 

of multimodes (because of the transverse degeneracy). Also, a heuristic argument has 

been made that describes how AP could be a maximum while K is a minimum at 

the confocal degeneracy point. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INITIAL FIELD DIAGNOSTICS AND FOX & LI 
TRANSIENTS 

5.1 Overview 

Previous discussion has been limited to formation of an eigenmode. The eigen-

modes are the highest gain modes of the system and are found by looking for the 

stationary solution of wave propagation in the cavity. We will now treat the Fox 

and Li transient behavior of the initial field, before the eigenmode develops. This 

analysis is useful because the Fourier transforming effect of the cavity with Gaussian 

gain will be reinforced and the realization of a self Fourier function eigenmode will 

be clarified. The transient study will numerically use a test fimction, a particular 

form of initial field, to characterize the system. Next, by studying the periodicity of 

mode beating we will see how transient modes repeat themselves after N round trips, 

consistent with Ramsey and Degnan's theory for the paraxial resonance condition 

discussed in chapter 2. 

The methods used in this chapter are somewhat reminiscent of the Prony method 

which is often used in the analysis of tmstable resonators. The Prony method is 

useful when there are multimodes with similar losses, and convergence in the normal 

Fox and Li sense is slow. With the Prony method, a solution is sought after N round 

trips containing N exponentially decaying complex-valued eigerimodes [64, 65]. In 

so doing, the Prony method extracts not only the lowest order mode, but also several 

of the higher order modes. For our study here, we shall obtain the eigenmode and 

not explicitly several of the individual lower order modes. However, we will see how 

by selectively seeding modes with particular form of initial field we can affect mode 

discrimination in an predictable manner that illuminates the otherwise complex, black 
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box dynamics of eigenmode formation. 

5.2 Initial Field Diagnostics 

The numerical results presented in chapter 3 for a confocal cavity show that the 

eigenmodes of a confocal cavity with Gaussian gain are SFF. Chapter 4 described 

how a self Fourier function is the eigenmode of a confocal cavity. This theory is 

based on a steady state observation. We can test this theory by looking at the Fox 

and Li transient formation of the eigenmode. 

Mode beating describes the oscillation phase preceding the stationary solution of 

the eigenvalue. Mode beating is seen in a Fox and Li analysis as a damped oscillation 

of mode width or gain: 

= h|. (5.1) 
hin 

This mode beating would persist indefinitely without losses, but with finite apertures, 

for example, the broad features in the wings of the field are cut off, or higher order 

modes experience greater losses, leading to the eigenmode. Typical mode beating 

will occur when modes compete. The mode beating observed in a confocal cavity is 

primarily a transformation of the field into its Fourier transform, back to the original 

field, etc. This is another way to interpret Siegman's description of mode beating 

[3] (which is due to interference of two modes) for the particular case of a Fourier 

transforming cavity. An arbitrary initial field will after one round trip be Fourier 

transformed then spatially filtered by the Gaussian gain, potentially modifying the 

exact Fourier transforming nature of the confocal cavity. Any nonuniform transverse 

loss or gain leads to mode discrimination and results in the eigenmode; however, the 

numerical results show us a Gaussian gain does so in a maimer which preserves the 

SFF nature as was shown in Figure 3.18. On the other hand, the eigenmode of a 

quadratic gain medium in a confocal cavity is not a SFF, as shown in Figure 3.19. 

We now set out to show by way of example that mode beating is suppressed in a 
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confocal cavity with an initial field that is a general SFF. If eigenmodes of a confocal 

cavity with Gaussian gain are SFF, then by setting the initial field to be a general 

SFF, we should be able to observe the formation of the eigenmode in a smooth, 

adiabatic like maimer without mode beating. 

First, however, we shall review exactly what is meant by a self Fourier fiuiction 

and how to construct one. Following the prescription from Caola [54], any arbi

trary transformable function, f{x), with its Fourier transform F{^), may be used to 

generate a SFF. The even function 

h{x )  =  f {x )  +  f { - x )  +  F{x )  +  F{ -x )  (5.2) 

is a SFF and has a Fourier transform that is 

H( i )= / ( f ) + f ho+m+ ( 5 . 3 )  

Note that calling h{ x )  and H{^ )  a SFF pair as discussed in Caola does presimae a 

normalization factor that by convention is not explicitly shown. Specifically, the 

normalization factors are 

/

OO POO 
and H {0)  =  /  h {x )dx .  (5.4) 

-OO J  —OO 

Examples of SFF given by Caola are 

f i  = rect(x) + sinc(x) (5.5) 

/2 = + 2 / (1 + 4tt^X'^) (5.6) 

h  = l  +  S ix ) .  (5.7) 

Note that numerical implementation with discrete Fourier transforms requires 

additional scale factors. Examples of SFF used in MATLAB for this analysis are, 

El — exp(—7r(.x/da:/v'512)^) (5.8) 

i?2 = nexp[—\n{x/dx/V512)\] +  2 / ( 1  +  4 7 r ^ ( x / d T / v ^ 5 1 2 / n ) ^ )  ( 5 . 9 )  
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In order to have proper scaling using the MATLAB numerical FFT routines, the grid 

size, dx, and number of points (here for example is for a 512 array) must be specified 

with the dx/\/h\2 factor; the factor n is an arbitrary real number that controls the 

width of each function (it may take on any value as long as the extent of the SFF 

dies off sufficiently at the edges of the array). 

Now we're ready to return back to our demonstration. The particular eigenmode 

depends on the on-axis gain and pump waist parameters, so slow, steady evohition of 

the initial SFF field to the eigenmode does occur; however because the confocal cavity 

is a Fourier transforming cavity, the field is largely unchanged upon propagation each 

round trip. On the other hand, if the initial field is a Gaussian, for example, with a 

waist that does not satisfy the SFF condition, then mode beating is to be expected 

(if a random or uniform initial field is used then significant mode beating results as 

is well known). Figure 5.1 demonstrates this mode beating. 

By choosing a self Fourier function for the initial field, the propagation in one 

round trip should not result in oscillatory mode beating. Although a particular 

form of SFF is the eigenmode, a general SFF will resist significant modification each 

round trip; cavity effects leave the field unchanged, because a confocal is a Fourier 

transforming cavity. With weak gain, there will be a long lived, adiabatic path to 

the eigenmode. Mode beating results only if the initial field is not a SFF. These 

assertions are confirmed by looking at the transients of the same cavity used for 

Figure 5.1, however now with initial fields that are SFF. First we see in Figure 5.2 

an initial field that is the SFF Gaussian shown in Equation 5.8. Note in the top 

plot that the initial waist is smaller than the final waist, but the transition to the 

eigenmode occurs smoothly. Next we push the non-mode beating, SFF theory with 

an SFF initial field that is highly asymmetric (given by Equation 5.9 with n = 4) 

having a very broad pedestal with a very naxrow peak, shown in Figure 5.3. The 

central region of the initial field in this last example is considerably narrower than 

the non-SFF initial field used in the first example; however, the minor oscillations 
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20 30 40 50 60 70 
Number of round-trips 

FIGURE 5.1. Typical transient mode beating. Initial (dashed) and final (solid line) 
field are shown in top plot. Eigenvalue jA|, spot size (at various locations in cavity), 
and image of transverse |E| are shown versus number of round trips in the cavity. 

seen in the waists of Figure 5.3 are minute compared to those shown in Figure 5.1. 

In general, a stronger on-axis gain results in more rapid damping of mode beating-

that is more rapid mode discrimination and steady solution. Nevertheless, the lack 

of oscillations in waist or eigenvalue magnitude is still manifested with a SFF initial 

field in a confocal cavity with Gaussian gain 

5.3 Transients 

The classic Fox and Li picture of mode beating and decay to a steady state solution 

is principally used to find the cigenmodes. However, the mode beating, transient 
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FIGURE 5.2. No mode beating for a Gaussian SFF initial field. Initial (dashed) 
and final (soUd line) field are shown in top plot. Eigenvalue |A|, spot size (at various 
locations in cavity), and image of transverse [E] are shown versus number of round 
trips in the cavity. 
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FIGURE 5.3. Minimal mode beating for a SSF initial field. Initial (dashed) and final 
(solid line) field are shown in top plot. Eigenvalue |A|, spot size (at various locations 
in cavity), and image of transverse |E| are shown versus number of round trips in the 
cavity. 
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state is also informative. Analyzing the periodicity of the modal gains before decay 

into a single eigenmode is a way to look for the existence of multipass transverse 

modes. While it is true multipass transverse modes don't survive in a steady state, 

eigenmode sense, the ray optics interpretation of cavity degeneracy, i.e., modes which 

repeat after N round trips, is the basis of transient modes. Numerically, the power 

spectral density (PSD) of the eigenvalues and waists of field distributions as a function 

of round-trips clearly show larger powers at frequencies corresponding close to N for 

a k/N degenerate order cavity. 

Not only do the BPM results show this degeneracy dominated power spectrum, 

but so does the variational Gaussian model. In fact the confocal VG method solution 

locks into a non-damping modal solution that oscillates at a frequency given by the 

k/N = 1/4 degeneracy. At the degenerate points, the VG method results in a set of 

multipass transverse modes which repeat after N round trips. 

Figure 5.4 shows an example of the maximum frequency component of the power 

spectrum for the waists after each round-trip from BPM and VG results, plotted as a 

function of cavity length (here focal length / = 0.61 m, and I = 0.01 m, so L = 0.61 

ni is near confocal). In order to obtain a distinct frequency spectrum of the mode 

beating, a non-SFF initial field was used for the BPM data (similar to what is shown in 

the plot of waists in Figure 5.1). Also plotted is the degeneracy number as a fmiction 

of cavity length, N{L), taken from the paraxial resonance condition in Equation 

2.58. At lower order degeneracies the maximum PSD frequency component is much 

closer to the plot of N{L) (longer cavity length corresponds to smaller degeneracy 

number N). This is consistent with the variations of eigenmode parameters aroimd 

degeneracies seen earlier in chapter 3-degeneracy effects were reduced ("smoothed 

out") as degeneracy number increases (cavity length decreases). 

We have shown in this section that first, Fox and Li transient mode beating is 

greatly reduced or eliminated in a confocal cavity by setting the initial field to be 

any self Fourier function (with reasonable compact support allowing the function to 
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FIGURE 5.4. Plot of maximum frequency component of PSD of BPM and VG results 
for different cavity lengths. Also shown is the plot of degeneracy order. 
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be well sampled). This demonstrates not only that the confocal cavity is a Fourier 

transforming cavity as was already known, but also how the eigenmodes of a loaded 

confocal cavity with Gaussian gain are SFF. Additionally, we have shown that the 

mode beating of a general geometrically stable cavity is an oscillation at the frequency 

corresponding to the degeneracy number for that cavity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS 

6.1 Overview 

We shall now allow briefly consider additional effects in the laser resonator model. 

First the gain associated index guiding/antiguiding will be studied. This effect occurs 

in the presence of gain guiding when the cavity resonance is detuned away from line 

center of the lasing transition. Next, the practical incorporation of thermal lensing 

effects will be considered. Especially in the case of a narrow pump, there will result 

thermal lensing in the gain mediiun. Lastly, the effects of gain saturation will be 

briefly considered in a case study. 

The applicability of different components of the transverse variation of the gain 

or index of refraction are summarized in table 6.1 

Model ingredients Applicability 
Quadratic gain Broad pump, or plane-parallel cavity at threshold 
Gaussian gain Narrow pump with sphero-cavities, at and above threshold 
Index guiding Pump detuned from resonance 
Thermal lensing/guiding Plane-parallel cavity, above threshold; material dependent 
Gain saturation High above threshold 

TABLE 6.1. Model ingredients for resonators and operating conditions 

6.2 Gain Related Index Guiding 

Recalling the paraxial wave equation from chapter 2, 

dE{x ,  y ,  z )  
d z  2konQ 

Vy  +  G{x , y )  E{x ,  y ,  z )  (6.1) 
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where G{x , y )  is the Gaussian gain medium. For the case of non-zero frequency 

detuning, there will be associated with the gain a refractive index that also has a 

Gaussian transverse profile. Explicit detuning has the form [11] 

G(x,t/) = 506-^^'+^''/™' (6.2) 

with 

Go = (6.3) 

Here, S  — {u}—ujo ) /T  where Uo is the homogeneously broadened line center with width 

(FWHM) 2r. However a complex gain is not in keeping with our earlier discussion. 

We instead keep gain as real and use a parameterized relation to include the effects 

of gain related index guiding, 

dE{x ,  y ,  z )  
d z  

For the purposes of BPM implementation, the gain of each step through the medium 

will just be taken as 

G{x ,  y )  =  (1 + ins). (6.5) 

Similar to GQ , we have parameterized the effects of detuning into one parameter, 712-

Index guiding or antiguiding would be expected to modify the degenerate locations 

of cavity length because any change in index of refraction modifies the optical path 

length. For a short medium this shift of degenerate points will be small. The larger 

affect arises out of the non-uniformity of the index modification. Thus a Gaussian 

graded index medium introduces a change in curvature of the wavefront compared 

to the zero detuning case. Therefore, changes to the Petermann factor are to be 

expected. Beam quality M'^ is a strong fimction of degeneracy and so a shift of 

maxima are expected, however is not dependent on curvature exphcitly, so less of 

a change is expected for the case of than K with non-zero detuning. The results 

are shown in Figure 6.1 and 6.2. 

2kQno 
V y  +  ( G o W 2 )  6  E{x , y , z )  (6.4) 
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FIGURE 6.1. Effect of index guiding and antiguiding on Petermann factor as a 
function of degeneracy number. 
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FIGURE 6.2. Effect of index guiding and antiguiding on beam quality as a function 
of degeneracy number. 
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6.3 Thermal Guiding Effects 

A comforting sanity check on the numerical results presented here lies with the 

experimental work mentioned on degenerate cavities and in particular evaluation of 

beam quality around degeneracies [41, 46, 44]. Confirmation of degeneracy effects 

in "real" end-pumped solid-state lasers was provided by Ozygus and Zhang who 

actually used the variation of output power and beam quality at degeneracy points 

to determine the thermal lensing of a laser [66]. Their r^ults are consistent with 

other established, but more complicated, methods [67]. They found that the empty 

cavity degeneracies still exist but are just shifted. Given that they demonstrate 

waist and are peaked at degeneracies with the presence of thermal leasing, just 

as the numerical results without thermal lensing presented earher indicated, we can 

be reasonably sure that the Petermaim factor would similarly behave with thermal 

lensing. An example of what they found for the shift of degeneracy lines is given here 

by  eva lua t ing  the  parax ia l  resonance  equa t ion  tha t  so lves  fo r  degeneracy  number  N 

as a function of cavity length L, when other cavity parameters are fixed. We compare 

the cavity length location of degeneracies with and without a thin thermal lens. For 

the case shown in Figure 6.3, fth = 150 mm, I — 7 mm and / = 100 mm. 

Alternatively, a typical geometry that's a planar cavity which depends on thermal 

and/or gain guiding for geometric cavity stability has a set cavity length. As pump 

power increases, the thermal focal length decreases and similarly passes through de

generacies. For the case of a cavity length L = 50 mm, gain length I = 7 mm, 

and  R1 =  R2 =  oo we  have  F igure  6 .4  which  shows  how the  degeneracy  number  N 

changes as the thermal focal length fth changes. 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are both done using a thin thermal lens at the reference plane 

inside a cavity to calculate the degenerate conditions. This simple model would be 

refined by treating the thermal lens as a GRIN like medium, which would be required 

if the cavity length was of the order of the effective pump length of the crystal [68]. 
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FIGURE 6.3. Presence of thermal lensing causes a shift of degeneracy lines. Here, 
degenerate number N is plotted versus cavity length for a plane-concave cavity. Red 
(top) plot is with thermal lens. Blue plot is without thermal lens. 
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FIGURE 6.4. Degenerate cavity configurations at various thermal focal lengths. As 
pump power changes, the thermal focal length changes causing a transition through 
cavi ty  degeneracy  number  N.  
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Nevertheless, as long as the thermal lens can be described with an ABCD element 

(by ignoring possible higher order affects such as spherical aberration), the paraxial 

resonance condition can again be solved to find cavity locations which are degenerate. 

Aside from modification of the cavity geometry, thermal lensing does not modify any 

of the conclusions drawn previously. The mmierical results for a plane parallel cavity 

with a thin thermal lens exhibits all of the degeneracy features described in chapter 

3 as fth is varied across degeneracies. This, again, is supported by the experimental 

work already performed. 

6.4 Gain Saturation Effects 

Thus far, we have presumed that whatever the on-axis gain has been, it equals 

the cavity losses such that we stay at threshold. Numerically this was done by 

nonnalizing the field amplitude to unity after each round-trip. We assumed an 

unsaturated Gaussian gain entirely defined by the pump intensity distribution and 

the gain mediiun. We now briefly consider the effect of gain saturation. Here, the 

paraxial wave equation becomes nonlinear, with the gain described by 

Gix,y) = '^\ . (6.6) 
1 + V"'-

•isat 

The saturation intensity Isat is material dependent. To obtain a qualitative sense of 

the effects of gain saturation, we normalize the initial field intensity to some factor 

of Isat arid introduce losses to the system by setting the mirror reflectivity to be less 

than imity. After a sufficient number of round-trips through the cavity, the gain will 

become saturated and the eigenmodes can be sought. 

Above saturation intensity, \E \ ^  ~ 101  SAT Mid GQI ~ 1, there is a bistability with 

a transient mode appearing more Gaussian in appearance in the central region, with 

the pedestals significantly suppressed by several orders of magnitude; however after 

a siifficient number of roimd trips the mode transitions into the eigenmode which 
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has the same appearance as with unsatiirated gain. Similarly is the case with mid 

values of saturation, jfi'p ~ I SAT and a weak gain of GQI ~ 0.1. With stronger gains 

such as GQI ~ 4, the bistability is observed for high intensities where \E\^ ~ 

Nevertheless, the most significant result from this range of intensities and on-axis 

gain is the eventual formation of an eigenmode with the same properties as found for 

the case of unsaturated gain. 

For eonfocal cavities, throughout below and above saturation intensities, the 

modes remain self Fourier functions, for both the transient mode and eigenmode. 

However, one change from the unsaturated gain result is although the central region 

of the phase remains fiat, there is more phase curvature in the wings (with higher 

order curvature than quadratic phase). The region of flat phase corresponds to the 

region of SFF of the mode as shown in Figure 6.5. This indicates that transverse 

coupling between the modes is not as complete as the case without saturation which 

has a smooth, uniform phase across the entire pedestal. 

A comparison of Petermann factor for saturated and unsaturated gain in Figure 6.6 

shows the case of a relatively strong gain of GQI = 4. Previously as seen in chapter 

3, the higher gains smoothed out much of the degeneracy features, but with gain 

saturation, the smoothing affect is diminished. This is reasonable since the first affect 

of saturation is to reduce the on-axis gain, while the secondary effect is to modify the 

transverse gain distribution. For a given GQI, the maximum K values with saturation 

are less than unsaturated (similar to effects on K for unsaturated gain: GQI = 4 had 

higher K values than GQI = 1 as shown in Figure 4.3); however, the characteristic 

degeneracy signature is restored for strong on-axis gains with saturation. 

This has practical implications. It's now seen that with thermal lensing and 

gain saturation (both of which are typically present in operation of end-pumped 

solid-state lasers), degeneracy affects mode formation, and furthermore, K and 

maintain their anticorrelated behavior at degeneracies. Figure 6.7 demonstrates this 

for saturated gain. This suggests that a Gaussian gain is not tmique in causing this 
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FIGURE 6.5. ID saturated Gaussian gain mode and phase. Note the SFF portion 
of the mode in the region of a fiat phase. 

behavior. Rather, any physical spatially inhomogeneous transverse gain that has a 

width less than the empty cavity mode may excite degeneracy effects of the cavity. 

As previously stated, the quadratic gain fails to manifest degeneracy of the cavity 

because of its imphysical absorption in the wings. 

These preliminary" results of gain saturation effects are to be take with caution. 

As mentioned, BPM results often indicated bistable modes, and "eigenmodes" were 

arbitrarily defined after several hundred round trips; that is, formation of the eigen-

mode, stationary solution is not certain. Nevertheless, the results here point to 

typical operating regimes where the presence of gain saturation does not exclude 

cavity degeneracy effects on modes. 
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FIGURE 6.6. Effects of ID gain saturation on Petermann factor. 
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FIGURE 6.7. Anticorrelation of K and AP for a ID saturated Gaussian gain with 
Wp = Q.2bWo and GQI = 4. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

A Gaussian gain preserves the unique nature of a confocal cavity to generate self 

Fotirier function eigenmodes; whereas, a quadratic gain over powers the properties of 

degenerate cavities and results in purely Gaussian modes which are not SFF. The 

early work done by Firth which predicted asymmetric modes with Gaussian gain 

are now understood as the two modes, primarily given by the pump and its Fourier 

transform, which combine in a phase locked manner to compose the SFF eigenmode 

of the confocal cavity. We can understand now the shortcoming of a standard 

empty cavity mode-expansion technique for analyzing degenerate resonators with 

nonuniform transverse gain. Higher order modes of the empty cavity are not nearly 

so relevant as are the lower order SFF modes. 

We have seen that with a Gaussian gain, the transverse mode degeneracies of 

certain geometric cavity configurations have a definite influence on the eigenmode, 

beam quality, and Petermaim factor. The previously unrelated quantities of KP and 

K are seen to be anticorrelated at degenerate cavity geometries. Overall a scattered 

array of work related to laser resonators, excess noise, beam quality, and transverse 

mode degeneracies has been synthesized, as shown in Figure 7.1. 

And still, it seems that the work has just begun. With a more realistic model 

incorporating index guiding, thermal lensing and gain saturation, some experiments 

can be proposed as future work to test the simulation results presented here. First, 

however, a brain storm of open questions. 

What are the transient effects (real dynamics) of Gaussian gain systems? Does 

cavity degeneracy manifest itself in some periodic manner that multipass transverse 

modes would be observable? It is clear that multipass longitudinal modes are ob-
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servable; i.e., mode locking. Are there nonlinear effects that are enhanced with the 

flat phase or narrow central peak of the confocal cavity? Does a microchip laser 

with large values of excess noise placed inside an external cavity have reduced excess 

noise in the resultant lasing mode (this is analogous to a semiconductor laser in an 

external cavity, where the external cavity length is adjusted to produce a tunable, 

single frequency output beam)? 

The persistence of a confocal cavity to enforce a unity Petermann factor is of prac

tical importance in obtaining a Schawlow Townes limited linewidth in gain guided 

lasers. On the other hand, BPM results show there is a trade-off between beam qual

ity and Petermann factor at the confocal degeneracy point. Are there applications 

where a minimum noise is preferred at the expense of beam quality? A measurement 

of Unewidths in and around the confocal location would be important to quantify 

Petermann factor and the possibility of phase locking in some finite interval around 

the confocal point. A finite interval in cavity length supporting unit Petermann 

factor would practically be important to compensate for small perturbations to the 

degenerate cavity location due to thermal or mechanical effects. Such an experiment 

has already been done for beam quality [41], all that remains is to measure Petermann 

factor. 

And finally, how prevalent are the degeneracies over a range of operation con-

ditions? For example, determine this by adjusting the cavity length: mount the 

output coupler on a longitudinally driven translator to be able to time the cavity 

length through several degeneracies. Alternatively, take advantage of thermal lend

ing effects as done in an experiment by Ozygus and Zhang [66, 46] and tune through 

degeneracies by changing the pump power or pump width. Ozygus has already re

ported that beam quality and output power become worse at degenerate points, how 

about the Petermann factor? Measurement of the Petermann factor is typically done 

by heterodyne measurement of the spectral linewidth [17, 18, 16, 19]. One other op

tion to measure K would be to measure beam-pointing fluctuations as done by Kuo 
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et al [69], but this introduces a challenge to separate the effects of a poorer beam 

quality that occurs in the same regions as a lower Petermann factor... 

On the theory side, Zhang has derived a relation for for a superposition of 

coherent Laguerre-Gaussian modes which is relevant at degeneracies [41]. Also, 

Siegman has found a method for expansion of nomiormal modes [35]. The next step 

would be to investigate for a coherent superposition of nonnormal modes. Such 

a study would formalize the relationship uncovered here between K and NP. 

Certainly there's a couple of years of part-time post-doc work to be done here to 

fine time and perform these experiments. Groups such at Woerdman's or Weber's 

have done much of the related work referred to above and seem ideally suited to 

conduct such an experiment readily; however I'd welcome the opportimity to actually 

bend light and get my fingernails illuminated tweaking mirrors. 
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CHAPTER A 

THE QUADRATIC GAIN AND K CONNECTION 

A geometrically stable laser cavity with a complex duct (quadratic gain and index 

variation) is fully describable with an ABCD matrix. Quadratic gain and index 

guiding in a Gaussian gain guided duct has profiles, 

Following the development of Siegman [35], the eigenmodes are complex valued Hermite-

Gaussian functions, 

The complex-valued scale factor a is the analogue of the spot size of a Hermitian 

resonator system when ^2 = 0? 

When a complex duct is placed inside a resonator, the eigenmodes will be modified but 

nevertheless remain complex valued Hermite-Gaussians. The eigenmode is obtained 

by solving the paraxial wave equation with the complex duct. Alternatively, we can 

use the complex beam parameter method to find the matched CBP: Qg. 

In order to show that such complex-valued Gaussians result in = iiT, we need 

only to substitute the Gaussian into the definitions for M'^ and K and solve integrals. 

Dropping the tilde over a, and taking the general form a = (n — where 

n = Uqu^ and g = g2/ko, the eigenmode is. 

/ \ «2 J r \ 92 n{x) = no — f (^) "^90 ^ (A.1) 

Un{x) = UnoHn{ax) exp[- (A2) 

(A.3) 

E{x) = (A4) 
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The two most useful integrals we shall employ are, 

/_ 
f J ~C 

e dx 

A ''''dx -

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

where Re[b] > 0. Additionally the following evaluations of complex roots will be 

used, 

Re ^/n± W |Y^2n + 2x/i 

Re 1/•sjnizig o / 2 I V2n + 2Vn^T^ 
2y/Tl? + 

yjn± ig = {n^ + g^) . 

Substituting E{x) = into the Petermann factor becomes, 

( f z  i ^ w i '  

f^^E(xPdxl 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

K = 

(Vi/ Re [feoVn - ig])' 
7r/|fcoV^r=l^| 

^duct 
\/2 (n^ + 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

(A. 12) 

0 and 

sjn + + g^ 

We recover iv = y/2 for the familiar case of pure gain guiding, when n 

g > 0. 

Recalling beam quality equations, 2.42-2.44 in one transverse dimension, 

1 f°° 
al = J x^\E{x)f dx Mid 

J —OO 

1 fOO 
cfl = J s'\F{E{x)}\'ds (A.13) 

J —OO 

where by Parseval's theorem we have, 

/

OO ^OO 

|£'(a;)|^ix= / |F{£;(x)}p ds. 
•OO —OO 

/ 



Substituting the complex Gaussian field, 

V^/2 Re [koy/n — ig cr^ = a: , r-]l/2 

and 

V^/2Re [ko^/n — ig] 

ko-^n? + g^ 

4^2n + 2-yn2 + 

Finally, we have, 

f2 ^ ^ 

^Jn+ y/v"^ -"-

Thus Kduct and are equivalent. 
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(A.14) 

(A. 15) 

V^/2 Re [kQ^n - ig]' 
1 

ko^j^n + 2yjn? + g"^ 

^ Re [1/ {ko^/n - ig)Y^^ {k^y/n - ig\^ ^ ^ ^ 
= :r~~ T -,1/2 (A. 16) 

(A.17) 

MJ = AiraxCTs (A. 18) 

-g'f' 

v? + 
ML, = (A.19) 
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CHAPTER B 

THE VARIATIONAL GAUSSIAN METHOD AND PLANAR 
CAVITIES 

For non-ABCD systems, a method to describe transverse variations of the prop

agating media without resorting to full diffraction methods has been done with the 

Variational Gaussian method (VG). Firth originally presented this method, Wright 

and Watson have since re-derived the results without using variation techniques 

[4, 70, 71, 72]. Here we will only summarize the results necessary to find the eigen-

mode and eigenvalue of a laser resonator with Gaussian gain for a ID transverse 

geometry (see Watson et al [71, 72] for the 2D result in radial coordinates). 

The key to the VG is to seek a trial solution to the paraxial wave equation with 

Gaussian gain in the form of a Gaussian beam, using the complex beam parameter 

(CBP), where 

E{x, y, z) = (B.l) 

Here, F{z) is the complex amplitude and the CBP Q is defined as 

mz) hw^zY 

with the radius of curvature R{z) and waist •w{z). As stated in chapter 2 and 4, a 

Gaussian fimction is not a solution of the paraxial wave equation with a Gaussian 

gain, however, the VG method seeks to find the best fit Gaussian solution based on 

either variational techniques or by using the CBP. Wright has shown that the CBP 

in one transverse dimension is related to the trial solution E{x, y, z) by 

i ff^dAE^(x,y,z) 
Q.{z) = 7oc ^ V (B.3) 

2kQ Jq dAx^E^{x,y, z) 
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The VG method results in the coupled equations of motion for the complex am

plitude and the CBP. The final results are 

dQx _ Ql Go^/—ikQQxTx CIRA^ 
dz ~ no (-z/coQ. + 

dF _ 1 FQx FGp'^—ikoQx {2ikoQx — BFj) y/^kpQx + Fa _ 

dx 2 Ho 4 {koQx + iTxf 

Note that the pump waist parameter Wp is now introduced through the term Fx = 

2/u'p, so that a Gaussian gain is described as 

G{x) = (B.6) 

Now, we seek to gain insight into why the BPM results for Gaussian gain in a 

near planar cavity appear to approach that of a quadratic gain. The modes of a 

planar cavity are gain guided, that is, modes are stable and confined because of the 

gain only-the cavity introduces only a free space propagation effect. Now consider a 

planar cavity filled by the gain medium; the equations of motion above are also then 

the equations of motion for the loaded cavity. If dQ/dz is set to zero in Equation 

B.4, we can find the matched solution which is stable upon propagation, much like 

a complex quadratic duct has a matched solution. The matched CBP solution of a 

quadratic gain is 

+ (B.7) 

whereas for a Gaussian gain, the matched CBP is 

^ _ jGoVno , . / jGoTno F \ /d o\ 
Qm,auss-yj 2ko ko) ' ^ ^ ^ 

There are two important points. First, we see there is constraint on the mini

mum pump size, the largest value of F that permits a physical waist, i.e., we require 

Im{Q} > 0 because the waist is defined as 
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FIGURE B.l. Planar cavity results comparing Variational Gaussian waists for a 
Gaussian and quadratic gain. Red, green and blue plots are for Go=100, 500 and 
1000 m"^ respectively. 

Second, we see that the only difference between the matched solutions for the different 

gains is the modification of the waist of the Gaussian solution by the term T/ko. 

Fixing the value of the on-axis gain, Go, we can compare the waists for a quadratic 

and Gaussian gain to find out when the 2nd, correction term affects the result as a 

function of pump size. Figure B.l shows the degree of similarity between the two 

types of gain. Figure B.2 shows BPM results comparing K and AP for a Gaussian 

gain in a near planar cavity, where degeneracy number N is increased from 100 to 

10000, for five different values of on-axis gain. The trend is for K M2 V2, as 

obtained for a quadratic gain. 

In truth, this near planar result is largely academic in that the thermal lensing 
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FIGURE B.2. "Condensed 2D plot" (2 parameters are varied) of BPM ID Gaussian 
gain results comparing K and M'^ for near planar cavities. K and KP exhibit 
correlation in the near planar regime. 
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of a iV = oo empty, planax cavity will tj^pically be modified by thermal lensing as 

previously discussed. Nevertheless, it remains to be analytically imderstood why 

the modes of a Gaussian gain with a narrow pimip should tend toward the modes 

of comparable quadratic gain. The answer most probably lies in the work of Alieva 

and Barbe who find for irrational degeneracy numbers (0/27r irrational), that only 

Hermite-Gaussians (the eigenmodes of quadratic gain systems) can be a self fractional 

Fourier function [57]. A self consistent eigenmode which repeats after one roimd trip 

ill a degenerate cavity of irrational order must be SFFF at each and every plane in 

the cavity, and so the cavity effects of self imaging every plane to every other plane 

may "guide" the form of the gain guided eigenmode. The manifestation of this 

"irrationality" for an infinite order degenerate cavity with a Gaussian gain is perhaps 

the guiding nature of such an effect. The proof of which will be left as an exercise 

for the curious and ambitious reader. 
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CHAPTER C 

BEAM PROPAGATION METHOD CODE 

% This MATLAB program solves the end pumped Gaussian or Quadratic gain 

profile 

%with a thick gain medium using a split step through the gain medium and 

angular 

%space propagation to mirror, quadratic phase upon reflection, and return. 

function [weff,wo,waistcut,K,Msquared,wowsplit,finalsplit,waists] = ... 

split2d(xcen,L,f2,N,M,l,G0,n2,ntg); 

% xcen is offset of initial field 

% L is cavity length 

% f2 is focal length of curved mirror opposite reference plane 

% N is the TEMOO waist mutiplication factor, N=1 for the eigenmode case. 

% M is the pump width parameter M=wp/wo 

% 1 is the length of the gain medium 

% GO is the on-axis gain 

% n2 is index guiding 

% ntg is the number of split steps to take in the gain medium 

% To find the degenerate modes, use the steps below to solve for L, 

%l=.01,G0=100,K=l,N=4,f2=.5,no=1.82,.. 

% L=- (l-f2 *no+cos(2*pi*K /N)*f2*no-l*no)/no; 

% [mov2D,mov2Df,norms,final,initial] — split2d(0,L,.5,1,.5,0.01,100,0,50); 

% Read in input data 

nx = 512; %number of grid points 



ny = nx; 

ko = 2*pi/1.0645/10'^-6; %laser wave number 

kp = 2*pi/0.806/10"-6; %purnp wave number 

nt = 100; 

no = 1.82; %NdYAG index =1.82 

ncycle = 1; 

fl = inf; 

Lopt=L+(no-l)*l; %this calculates an optical length 

gl = l-Lopt/(2*fl); 

g = l-Lopt/(2*f2); 

gsquared = gl*g; 

ghemis= (1-L/ (2*f2)); 

g2symm= (1-2*L / (2*f2)); 

wo = (2*Lopt/ko)".5*(g/(l-g))''.25; %empty cavity waist 

w2 = (2*Lopt/ko)" .5*(l/(g*(l-g)))' .25; 

waistsl = [wo,w2]; 

zro =(ko*wo'2)/2; %Rayleigh range 

zrp =(kp*wo"2)/2; 

% Set up input data 

% 

xmax = 40*wo*N; 

dx = xmax/nx; 

kmax = 2*pi/dx; 

dk = kmax/nx; 

nmid = floor (nx/2) ;%was nx/2+1 

% Set up input beam 

% 

v = [0:nx-l]'; 
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X = v*dx - xmax/2; 

p = find(v > nmid); 

v(p) = nx - v(p); 

klx = v*dk; 

y 

kly= klx; 

% 

aax=.45*xmax; %super gaussian window 

xx=:x/aax; 

yy=xx; 

[XX, YY] =meshgrid(xx,yy); 

rr=sqrt(XX/2+YY/2); 

u=rr/40; 

p=exp(-u); 

[X, Y] =meshgrid(x,y); 

[Klx,Kly]=meshgrid(klx,kly); 

R=sqrt(X/2+Y. "2); 

K=sqrt(Klx."2+Kly/2); 

eO = exp(-(R/wo/N)."2); %initial field 

% Gain factor 

wp = M*wo; 

weffn=M/(G0*l)'0.5; 

G = G0*exp(-(R/wp).'2)*(l+i*n2); 

%G = G0*(l-(R/wp).'2); %use to check agreement with quadratic gain cbp 

dz=l/ntg; 

argl = -dz*(K.*2)/2/ko/no; %use for prop through gain 

freql = exp(sqrt(-l)*argl); 

arglh = argl/2; % half step use for prop through gain 



freqlh. = exp (sqrt {-1) * arg 1 h); 

arg2 = -(L-l)*(K/2)/2/ko; 

freq2 = exp (sqrt (-1) *arg2); 

111 = (0.5*ko*R/2)/fl; '/preference plane mirror phase sMffc 

u2 = (0.5*ko*R.'2)/f2; %niirror phase shift 

anorni = dx*norrn(e0,2)"2; 

eO = eO/sqrt{anorm); 

% 

% Initial field 

% Grab row in the middle of e and compute its magnitude 

% squared. 

% 

eOO=eO./max(max(abs (eO{:,:)))); 

initial = abs(e00(:,:))/2; 

% 

% Start propagation, use transformations and calculate waists 

mov2D = zeros(length(v),nt/ncycle); 

mov2Df = zeros(length(v) ,nt/ncycle); 

nncount = 1; 

norms = ones (nt/ncycle, 1); 

waists = zeros (nt/ncycle, 1); 

for ii=l:nt 

enO = eO; %%%Reference plane 

eO = ifft2 (fft2 (eO). *frcqlh); 

for i = l:ntg-l %%%Split step through gain 

eO = eO.*exp(G./2*dz); 

eO = ifft 2 (fft2 (eO). *freq 1); 

end 
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eO = eO.*exp(G./2*dz); 

eO = ifft2(fft2(e0).*freqlh); 

eO = ifft2(fft2(e0).*freq2); %%%Free space prop, mirror, free space prop 

eO = eO.*exp(-sqrt(-l)*u2); 

eO = eO.*p; 

eO = ifFt2(fft2(eO).*freq2); 

eO = ifFt2(fFt2(eO).*freqlh); 

for i = l:ntg-l %%%Split step through gain 

eO = eO.*exp(G./2*dz); 

eO = ifft2(fft2(e0).*freql); 

end 

eO = eO.*exp(G./2*dz); 

eO = ifft2(fft2{e0).*freqlh); 

eO = eO.*p; 

%eO = eO.*exp(-sqrt{-1) *u); %%%Reference plane mirror, comment out if flat 

enl= eO; %%%Back at reference plane 

if rem(i,ncycle) == 0 

norms(nncoimt) = (enl{nx/2+l,ny/2+l)/en0(nx/2+l,ny/2-t-l)); 

final = abs(eO(:,:))."2; 

waists (nncount)=2* (sum( (x. ̂ 2)'*final)/suin(smn(final)))' .5; 

mov2D(:,nncount)= e0(:,ny/2+l); 

nncount = nncount + 1; 

end 

eO=eO./max (max(abs (enl (:,:)))); 

end 

mov2D(:,l) = e00(:,ny/2+l); 

final = abs(e0(:,:))/2; 

finalsplit = e0(;,ny/24-l); 
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normall=(i]aean(norms(nt-5:nt-l))); 

normepsilon={abs(normall) / exp(G()*l))'4; 

sqrtnorrns=normepsilon'. 5 

waists2final=2* (sum( (x." 2)' *final) / stim(sum(final)))' .5; 

w 1 avg=abs (mean (waists (nt,-5 :nt-1,1))); 

waistAVGandFlNAL2=[wlavg waists2final]; 

f i n a l f = a b s ( f f t 2  ( e O ( 2 ;  

waists2fourier=2* (siim( (klx/2) '*finalf )/sum(sum(finalf)))" .5; 

Msquared=4*pi*waists2final*waists2fourier/25.1327; 

K=siim(sum(final))"2/abs(sum(sum(e0(:,;).'2)))"2; %Petermami factor 

MandK=[Msquared K]; 

waists2initial=2* (sum( (x/2)' *initial)/sum (sum(initial) ))'.5; 

wowsplit=[waists2final,normall]; 
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